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Forewords
It has been a privilege to be part of the co-

I’m sure this sentiment resonates with many.

design process for this research report,

87% of attendees agreed that GENEXT

especially as I worked closely with other

allowed them to think more deeply about

Youth Committee members past and

‘social and cultural issues’, while 70% stated

present.

they felt a ‘sense of belonging’ at the events.

No matter how wildly our memories of
GENEXT diverged, we could agree on one
thing: we looked back on our experiences of
GENEXT – as young people, attendees or
committee members – not as a fond
memory, but as an ongoing journey which

It’s fair to say that these benefits of GENEXT
influenced my choice to join the Youth
Committee. Being part of a bigger ‘whole’ has
instilled a responsibility to make art
accessible for all young people, understand
others’ contexts, and solve issues creatively.

has impressed upon us so many skills that

As I step into the next stage of life, littered

we use to this day.

with its uncertainties, I know that GENEXT

I remember my first GENEXT vividly: the
sheer spectacle of lights, live music,
performance artists, harbour views and
hands-on activities. As a young person from
Sydney’s suburbia, I had never experienced
an event like it. Soon enough, my attendance
had become regular. I came to realise that it
wasn’t so much the surface appearance of
GENEXT that made it as unique as it
continues to be. Rather, as this report shows,
it’s the safe space that it provides for young
people from a diversity of backgrounds

has allowed me a confidence, creativity and
identity that I am truly content with. For
young people today, contemporary art is an
arena where various ideas, issues and
opinions can be freely explored, and GENEXT
provides that exact platform. I’m hopeful that
in future events like GENEXT made by young
people, for young people, are made
accessible to most, if not all.

Steph Sekulovska, Youth
Committee Member 2017

including those identifying as LGBTQI+ (31%),
speaking a language other than English (31%)
and living in Western Sydney (42% in 2018).
By bonding over the profound impact of
contemporary art on our perspective of the
world, we have been breaking down
stereotypes placed on our supposedly idle
generation.
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When the MCA first launched GENEXT in

Heller (see page 63), and exhibited artists,

2005 with support from The Balnaves

like Spence Messih who was part of

Foundation, we had little idea of the

'Primavera: Young Australian Artists 2018'

impact it would have. 14 years on, GENEXT

(see page 58).

has attracted almost 30,000 attendances
by young people, introducing so many to
the remarkable world of visual art.

I’m particularly proud of our work on GENEXT
Goes West, and of the role the program is
playing in helping young people from

In our exam-focused education system, not

different backgrounds experience

every young person has the chance to

contemporary art. Social cohesion is a key

discover their creative side. We created

issue of our times and the MCA is committed

GENEXT to give more young people the

to addressing this in a number of ways.

opportunity to experience the work of
contemporary artists.

I feel very optimistic about our sector. As the
robots take over, it’s creative skills that are

I’m passionate about providing this

going to be in demand. Creativity is the first

opportunity to young people at such a pivotal

step to innovation and it’s becoming widely

time in their lives. GENEXT is for those who

recognised around the world as essential to

like art, but who might not be studying art at

our future.

school or pursuing an arts practice
themselves – this was especially important to
me as I did not study art at school!
It’s also important that GENEXT is a social
space, that encourages peer to peer
interaction. I’m pleased to see that 96% of
GENEXT attendees agree that the program
offers a safe and supportive environment. It’s
not about school work (and we wouldn’t call

I think that we can reshape society if we
begin to put creativity led by artists at its
heart and I’m excited to see where we can
take this important program next.

Elizabeth Ann Macgregor, OBE,
Director, Museum of
Contemporary Art Australia

it learning, not in a formal sense anyway) but
simply the sheer pleasure of engaging with
art and ideas.
Our vision for GENEXT was to build a new
generation of audiences and donors, and it’s
very exciting to see that this has indeed come
to fruition. Past GENEXT attendees have
become employees of the MCA, such as Cody

5

Youth Committee members
prepare for GENEXT: John
Mawurndjul, 15 July 2018.
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Key statistics

96%

93%

agree that GENEXT offers a safe and
supportive environment

feel it’s important that GENEXT is made by
young people, for young people

87%

80%

say that GENEXT has made them think
about social and cultural issues,
compared to general MCA visitors (77%)

say that GENEXT has had a positive impact
on their overall wellbeing

54%

71%

say they are likely to buy a work of art in
future, compared to 41% of other young
visitors

are participating in creating visual arts,
compared to 27% of the wider population
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Executive summary
Background
GENEXT is the MCA’s flagship program for young people aged 12 to 18, attracting over 29,000
attendances since its first event in 2005. Taking place four to five times a year, it is an atmospheric
festival-style ‘museum-takeover’ event delivered by young people, for young people. It features live
music, performances, art-making and interactive experiences inspired by MCA exhibitions and
contemporary artists. The program takes place throughout the Museum, including the galleries,
and offers the young people who attend a safe, parent -and teacher-free space to connect with
ideas and each other, after hours, from 6 to 9pm on a Sunday evening.
In 2018 the MCA commissioned research agency Patternmakers to work with the MCA Young
Creatives Coordinator and past and present MCA Youth Committee members to co-design an
evaluation framework, collect new data and co-author this report.
The key findings below are drawn from qualitative and quantitative research with past participants
and stakeholders. This included interviews, focus groups, observations and a survey of 1,176
young people who had visited the MCA since 2005. The survey probed the attitudes and
behaviours of young people who had participated in GENEXT, and those who hadn’t, to begin to
explore the impact of the program relative to other activities at the MCA.

Key findings
GENEXT is a safe space that welcomes young people from different
backgrounds
Overwhelmingly, survey respondents agree that GENEXT is a safe and supportive environment for
young people. With few alcohol-free events in the evening just for teens, GENEXT provides a rare
opportunity for young people to come together and simply be themselves. One person shared: ‘it’s
so important that it’s for under 18s because there are so few events that we feel welcome in, or
that have a reputation for being safe.’
Since 2005, GENEXT has welcomed teens from all over Sydney, from different types of high
schools and from diverse backgrounds. Many respondents said they speak another language at
home. It is also seen as accessible for those who experience disability, as one person shared:

7
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‘I have Cerebral Palsy, so as a young teenager, opportunities to socialise in an accessible,
safe and fun environment are limited. With GENEXT I get the opportunity to do what most
teenagers take for granted.’
Since 2017, the delivery of GENEXT Goes West, in partnership with cultural institutions in Western
and South Western Sydney, has helped engage even more young people from diverse
backgrounds. Engaging young people from Western Sydney has been a goal of GENEXT since the
program launched and formalising this off-site program in 2017 was part of the MCA’s ongoing
commitment to this outcome.

74% of past attendees say GENEXT helped them express their identity
The research showed that it’s the unique blend of contemporary art, live music, socialising and
making which has helped attract so many young people through the doors of the MCA. Many of
those who attend GENEXT are visiting the MCA for the first time, such as Youth Committee
member Zeynep Nevzet (see case study on page 60), and the vast majority leave satisfied with
their experience of GENEXT and the MVA (95%).
Away from school, teachers and parents, many attendees say GENEXT helps them to ‘find
themselves’, with three quarters (74%) agreeing that GENEXT positively impacts their ability to
express their identity. From sexuality to ethnicity to the clothes they wear, GENEXT celebrates
freedom of expression in a way that few feel they experience elsewhere. One person shared:
‘it is an accepting safe space for different sexualities, religions and beliefs where young
people can come to hang out and be happy within themselves and the person they are.’
70% feel that GENEXT has had a positive or very positive impact on their sense of belonging and
connectedness, with many finding GENEXT strengthens old friendships and helps them make new
ones.

8 in 10 feel GENEXT positively impacts their overall wellbeing
According to the study’s interview with youth mental health expert Associate Professor Elizabeth
Scott, visual art experiences can help prevent the development of mental health conditions by
improving cognitive flexibility and brain plasticity.
Survey results show that 8 in 10 young attendees feel GENEXT positively impacts their overall
wellbeing, and 66% feel the program positively impacts their confidence. As one person shared:
‘GENEXT was a balm during periods of high stress, and still now is just so much fun. I
probably wouldn't realise the necessity of at times letting go of control and just existing
and recuperating.’
8
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Many of those who attended GENEXT once report that the program has had a positive impact on
their wellbeing (77%). Further, there appears to be a link between positive wellbeing and
frequency of attendance at GENEXT, with those who attend GENEXT six or more times being even
more likely to experience positive impacts (90%). Survey respondents from the earlier years in the
program frequently said things like, ‘I wouldn't be where I am today without it’.
Some participants want to see the MCA diversify the format of GENEXT so that there could be
more frequent opportunities to participate. Others are interested in more ways to participate
outside the main Sunday night event, for example workshops or meet-ups.

GENEXT is creating a new generation of art lovers
MCA Director Elizabeth Ann Macgregor maintains that the role of the MCA collection for young
people has never been more important ‘because their visual literacy is massive, and because of
the way young people consume visual culture’.
GENEXT attendees believe that it’s important to experience the work of contemporary artists
(90%), and the findings suggest that the program is impacting on arts engagement later in life.
GENEXT has positively impacted young people’s ability to get creative (85% agree), their inspiration
and motivation (80%) and hobbies (72%).
Importantly, GENEXT attendees creatively participate in visual arts and craft much more than the
average for Sydney residents (71% versus 27%). GENEXT attendees are also more likely to pursue a
career in the arts and culture sector – with half (51%) saying that their experiences with the MCA
have inspired this pursuit.
Comparing GENEXT attendees with other young MCA visitors, who have not attended GENEXT,
also reveals some interesting findings: GENEXT attendees are more likely to agree that the MCA
inspires an appreciation for contemporary art, and more likely to say they would buy a work of art
in the future (54% versus 41% of other young MCA visitors). Further, they are substantially more
likely to say they would donate to an arts organisation (48% versus 30%) in the future, suggesting
that GENEXT may be playing a formative role in building the next generation of arts patrons and
philanthropists.

Peer-led programming is critical, and could be expanded
MCA support for the Youth Committee to lead the program is the key ingredient of its success, and
93% feel that it’s important that GENEXT continues to be made by young people for young people.
Although not everyone who attends is aware of the Youth Committee’s role in delivering the event,
one past attendee shared, ‘[It’s] the atmosphere - you can tell that it's made by young people, for
young people.’
9
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Past and present committee members particularly acknowledge the support and mentorship of
the Young Creatives Coordinator and MCA Artist Educators. They help the Youth Committee
unpack cultural sensitivities, deeply engage with exhibitions and bring their ideas to life for
attendees, as with the 2018 exhibition of Aboriginal artist John Mawurndjul, which enabled
significant learnings for all roles (see case study on page 82).
All involved acknowledge the importance of open communication and transparency between MCA
staff and the Youth Committee, which is key in establishing trust and building the capacity of
young people to lead. As UNICEF calls for young people to have greater input into decisions
affecting their future, there is an opportunity for museums to look at more ways for young people
to contribute to decision-making. This report outlines a number of learnings that may be
applicable at other museums (see Section 6).

GENEXT is playing a role in developing diverse arts audiences
The MCA has worked hard to recruit Youth Committee members from a range of different
backgrounds, and over the last several years, the diversity of members has increased to include
young people from across the wider Sydney region of different ages, and with members that
identify as having different access needs, sexual orientation, cultural heritage, religion and
schooling. This effort to celebrate diverse perspectives is being recognised among attendees, with
GENEXT attendees more likely to agree that the MCA is accessible to young people from a diverse
range of backgrounds, compared to general MCA visitors (90% versus 84%).
As a result, maintaining and expanding the accessibility of the program, and of the Youth
Committee, is critical so that young people from all walks of life have the opportunity to
experience visual art and follow creative career paths, if they choose to.
Another key opportunity identified through this evaluation is to develop a program specifically for
18–25 year olds, to grow connections between GENEXT and the MCA’s ARTBAR for audiences 18+,
which also takes place four to five times a year, on a Friday evening.

Conclusion
With GENEXT attendees more likely to participate in the arts, and experiencing positive impacts on
their well-being, access to such programs must be a priority for the Australian art sector.
There is a role for the MCA to play in sharing its learning with the visual arts museum sector more
widely, and in particular the key success factors driving positive impacts.
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At GENEXT I can freely express
myself without the worry or
judgement from other
teenagers.
As someone who suffers from
rather bad anxiety, I felt like I
finally got to come out of my
shell in a safe space.
GENEXT attendee (2012-2017)
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Participants engaging in a
committee-led activity
‘Compliment Exchange’ at
GENEXT Pipilotti Rist, 2017

All images: GENEXT: David
Goldblatt, 9
December 2018.
Photo: Maja Baska
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1

Introduction

About GENEXT
The MCA’s vision is to make contemporary art widely accessible
The MCA is Australia’s leading museum dedicated to exhibiting, collecting and interpreting the
work of living artists – in the belief that art is for everyone.
It is the MCA’s vision to make contemporary art and ideas widely accessible to a range of
audiences through the presentation of a diverse program of exhibitions and special events, both
onsite and offsite.

GENEXT was created to enable young people to engage with creativity
outside of school-based experiences
With the generous support of The Balnaves Foundation, the MCA has been programming its
flagship GENEXT (short for Generation Next) event for 12 to18 year olds since 2005. Taking place
four to five times a year, it is a festival-style event exclusively for young people featuring live music,
performances, art-making and interactive experiences.
Designed by the MCA Youth Committee in response to MCA exhibitions, GENEXT offers young
people the space and the freedom to engage and experiment with creativity in their own way,
after-hours at the MCA.
The program has engaged over 29,000 young people over its 13-year history and remains one of
the few youth arts programs to attract such significant numbers of this age group worldwide. Over
the last five years, average attendance for each event has been 650 young people.
Over the years, GENEXT has welcomed young people to the MCA from across Sydney, including
Western and South-Western Sydney, and from as far afield as Newcastle, Wollongong and the Blue
Mountains (see geographic distribution on page 31).

Each GENEXT event is designed by the MCA Youth Committee with
support from the Young Creatives Coordinator and Artist Educators
The MCA Youth Committee is a small, diverse group of 20-25 young people aged 13-18 who are
recruited annually and act as a critical advisory body for the MCA on issues affecting young
people.

12
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The committee is also responsible for developing, promoting and delivering a range of programs
and events for their peers, with a focus on GENEXT, in response to the MCA exhibition program
and their own ideas and experiences.
Other important roles include:
} MCA Young Creatives Coordinator – Responsible for all informal learning and engagement
programs for young people, including GENEXT and the MCA Young Guides. This role is also the
Youth Committee’s primary point of contact within the Museum.
} MCA Artist Educators – Casual and part-time members of staff who are practicing contemporary
artists and have a core responsibility for the development and delivery of creative learning
programs for MCA audiences, including students and teachers.
} MCA Young Guides – A diverse group of 15 to 21-year-old volunteers, who are recruited
annually and receive training to give public tours. They are also mentored by MCA staff to bring
their unique perspectives to MCA exhibitions and collections through digital resources including
audio guides and artist interviews.

Key features of GENEXT include activities, live music and exhibitions
Core activities at each GENEXT include:
} Access to MCA exhibitions – Each GENEXT is planned in response to a current exhibition at the
museum.
} Workshop activities – The Youth Committee work with Artist Educators to design activities that
engage participants with concepts and experiences that they have identified within the focus
exhibition.
} Live music – High-school aged musicians are selected by the Youth Committee to perform at
key locations throughout the museum, including the galleries and MCA Sculpture Terrace
overlooking the harbour.
} Catering - Food and (non-alcoholic) drinks are served throughout the night on the MCA
Sculpture Terrace.
Over time, the Youth Committee and the MCA have built on these core activities with:
} Humans of GENEXT - Inspired by the photographic documentary project Humans of New York
(HONY), Humans of GENEXT is an ongoing digital project by the MCA Youth Committee, which
began in 2015. Two nominated members of the GENEXT team roam the MCA, capturing
interviews, photos and footage from random individuals who have sentiments, stories and
ideas to share. The questions asked are inspired by the themes and ideas present in the
current MCA exhibition.
13

Top: Queues form for GENEXT, 28
February, 2010.
Bottom: Attendees enter GENEXT: Light Show,
19 April 2015.
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} GENEXT Goes West – Building on several earlier GENEXT-style events in Western Sydney1, in
November 2017, MCA formally launched GENEXT Goes West, a once-yearly collaboration with a
Western Sydney arts organisation to bring the GENEXT experience to Western Sydney. In 2017
MCA partnered with Parramatta Artists’ Studios and a group of locally recruited young people.
Following its success, MCA staff and Youth Committee worked alongside the Casula
Powerhouse Arts Centre and CPAC Youth to deliver GENEXT Goes West: Casula Powerhouse in
August 2018.

The need for new research
Youth arts programs can have important outcomes for individuals
Academic studies have shown that experiences of visiting museums from childhood can be
significant barriers to museum attendance among young people - “Negative memories such as
having to fill out ‘boring’ worksheets at enforced school visits may cause them to associate
museums strictly with education, not entertainment.”2
In recent years, however, arts institutions around the world have been attracting this target
audience through youth-driven programs, such as the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, the
Contemporary Arts Museum Houston (CAMH), and the Louis Vuitton Young Arts Project in
London3.

1

The Youth Committee held GENEXT-style events at Blacktown Arts Centre in August 2009; Casula
Powerhouse in November 2011; Campbelltown Arts Centre in June 2012 and at Western Sydney
Parklands, Bungarribee as part of C3 West project ‘Sleepers Awake’ in May 2014.
2
Kelly, L 2009, Young People and Museums. The Australian Museum Audience Research Department,
Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2Mo0yO5
3
The Louis Vuitton Young Arts Project was a three-year project led by the South London Gallery in
partnership with Tate, Whitechapel Gallery, the Hayward Gallery and the Royal Academy of Arts that
ran 2010-2013.
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Studies into the impact of arts programs have found that self-directed and youth-led approaches
to learning and program delivery are more likely to engage youth when compared to adult-driven
and more structured activities.4,5,6,7,8
Scholars have shown that youth-led learning arts opportunities and programs are effective for
both learning about new art forms and can have a positive effect on self-confidence, self-esteem,
relationship building and a sense of belonging.9 Such qualities have been associated with
resilience and increased well-being.10
In 2018, the Audience Agency’s Museums Audience Report presented data from its national
survey, Audience Finder, conducted in the UK. The report highlights that 16 to 24-year-old
attendees are more culturally diverse than others, are highly engaged experience seekers and
commonly influenced by mainstream arts and popular culture.11 Young creatives, the study found,
are especially motivated by social experiences to attend museums.

Hauseman DC 2016, ‘Youth-led community arts hubs; Self-determined learning in and out of school
time (OST) program’, Cogent Education, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 1-11
5
Kemp M 2006, ‘Promoting the health and wellbeing of young black men using community-based
drama’, Health Education, vol. 106, no. 3, pp. 186– 200.
6
Ennis G, Tonkins J 2015, ‘Youth Arts and Mental Health: Exploring Connections in the TOP End’, The
Research Centre for Health and Wellbeing, Charles Darwin University, pp. 1-7
7
Grunstein R, Nutbeam D 2007, ‘The impact of participation in the Rock Eisteddfod challenge on
adolescent resiliency and health behaviours’, Health Education, vol. 107, pp. 261–75.
8
Wood L, Ivery P, Donovan R et al 2013, ‘To the beat of a different drum’: Improving the social and
mental wellbeing of at-risk young people through drumming’, Journal of Public Health, vol. 12, no. 2, pp.
70–9.
9
Hauseman DC 2016, ‘Youth-led community arts hubs; Self-determined learning in and out of school
time (OST) program’, Cogent Education, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 1-11.
10
Ennis G, Tonkins J 2015, ‘Youth Arts and Mental Health: Exploring Connections in the TOP End’, The
Research Centre for Health and Wellbeing, Charles Darwin University, pp. 1-7; Hauseman DC 2016, ‘Youthled community arts hubs; Self-determined learning in and out of school time (OST) program’, Cogent
Education, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. 1-11; Kemp M 2006, ‘Promoting the health and wellbeing of young black men
using community-based drama’, Health Education, vol. 106, no. 3, pp. 186– 200; Grunstein R, Nutbeam D
2007, ‘The impact of participation in the Rock Eisteddfod challenge on adolescent resiliency and health
behaviours’, Health Education, vol. 107, pp. 261–75; Wood L, Ivery P, Donovan R et al 2013, ‘To the beat
of a different drum’: Improving the social and mental wellbeing of at-risk young people through
drumming’, Journal of Public Health, vol. 12, no. 2, pp. 70–9.
11
The Audience Agency 2018, Museums Audience Report; What Audience Finder says about audiences for
Museums, UK.
4
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Attendees participate in
‘Through the Wall’ at
GENEXT: 21st Biennale of
Sydney, 15 April, 2018.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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Shrapnel’s 2012 research into 18 to 26-year-olds’ engagement in Australian museums underscores
the effectiveness of museum programs that are sociable, as well as new, unique and
entertaining.12
The Room to Rise study explored experiences of 18 to 36-year-old participants who had engaged
with one of four U.S. art museums in their teen years (14 to 19). The report emphasises that
effective youth engagement programs integrate peer diversity, sustained engagement with peers,
staff and the museum, authentic work, interaction with contemporary art and artists and
supportive staff mentors.13
This notion is reciprocated in Sowton’s 2014 literature review on young people’s motivation and
engagement with galleries in the UK, which articulates the effectiveness of youth programs where
participants are active co-creators of museum experiences and collaborate with a diverse group of
peers. Particular emphasis is placed on identity development, authenticity and autonomy as
integral factors in young people’s motivation and engagement with galleries. Sowton identified
common barriers in youth attending and participating in cultural programs, which include cost,
lack of motivation, parental influence, physical barriers, travel and lack of time.14

With almost 30,000 visitors elements of the GENEXT model are being
adopted elsewhere
GENEXT is considered a frontrunner of peer-led youth programming in Australia, and is unique in
Australia in its long-term commitment to cultivating a safe, culturally-appropriate, alcohol- and
adult-free space for 12-18-year old’s to engage with contemporary art.
As the program approaches almost 30,000 visitors, and other galleries and museums in Australia
and New Zealand look to GENEXT and the MCA Youth Committee as a model for new youthfocussed programs,15 the time is right to explore the long-term impact of the program and identify
success factors and areas of learning.

12

Shrapnel E 2012, Engaging Young Adults in Museums; An Audience Research Study, Australian Museum.
Linzer D 2015, Room to rise: The lasting impact of intensive teen programs in art museums, Whitney
Museum of American Art.
14
Sowton C 2014, A Review of the Literature on Young People’s Motivation and Gallery Engagement, Tate
Research Publication.
15
The Art Gallery of South Australia, the National Gallery of Victoria and the Art Gallery of New South
Wales, have all launched youth-led or youth-focused programs in the last three years.
13
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There is an opportunity for the MCA to contribute new evidence to the field and share knowledge
with other institutions, including those leading the field internationally including Tate, London;
Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

About this evaluation
MCA Youth Committee members worked with professional evaluators to
co-design the methodology
An evaluation framework for the GENEXT research was co-designed in a workshop involving MCA
staff, artist educators, past and present members of the MCA Youth Committee and the research
agency Patternmakers.
A co-design methodology was adopted to ensure that the youth-led approach to GENEXT was
reflected in the evaluation.
Three key areas of enquiry for the evaluation were developed, along with an overall evaluation
question: how does participation in GENEXT impact individuals in real time and later in life?

Areas for enquiry

Evaluation questions

GENEXT experiences

} Who is and isn’t participating?

Section 2

} What motivations and barriers exist for GENEXT attendees?

Attendee outcomes

} What do young people get out of participating?

Section 3

} What is the impact on young people’s overall wellbeing?
} How do these outcomes translate into other areas of life?

Impact on arts
participation

} How does attendance at GENEXT relate to attendance at the
MCA as adults?

Section 4

} Is there any relationship with other forms of arts participation?

Museum learnings

} What has the MCA learned from the MCA Youth Committee,
artist educators and Young Creatives Coordinator?

Section 6

} What learnings may be applicable elsewhere in the museum
sector?

17
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Co-designing the evaluation: Young Creatives Coordinator Jo Higgins, 2005-2007 Youth Committee
member Dylan Mighell and Artist Educator Jodie Whalen

The evaluation heard from over 1,200 people through interviews, focus
groups, observations and an online survey
Data gathered for this evaluation included:
} Series of workshops with MCA staff, artist educators and past and present MCA Youth
Committee members
} Series of interviews with 11 key stakeholders, including MCA staff, artist educators, past MCA
Youth Committee members and external stakeholders in the arts and mental health fields (see
page 85 for selected interviews)
} Two focus groups with past and present GENEXT attendees and current and previous Young
Creatives Coordinators
} Series of observations, including two GENEXT events and a Youth Committee debrief meeting

18
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} Online survey of past and present GENEXT attendees, Youth Committee members and MCA
visitors under 3216 to measure attitudes and perceptions, and quantify the extent of impact.
A total of 1,176 people responded to the survey, providing a strong dataset for analysis (further
details of the survey administration, and the respondent profile, are included in Appendix C:
Survey respondent profile). Where survey results are depicted in charts in this report, the total
count of responses is included below each chart with n=X.

This report analyses the data collected to evaluate the impact of GENEXT
on participants
This report describes the GENEXT experience and identifies the key features of the event (page
13). It also provides an overview of what’s involved in planning and delivering the event (page 20),
and key learnings from the Youth Committee and current Young Creatives Coordinator.
Drawing on survey results, the report analyses the impact of GENEXT on participants, at the time,
and later in life (from page 23). It also reviews the impact of the program on arts participation and
young peoples’ life choices.
Four case studies are included to illustrate young peoples’ experiences:
} Spence Messih, professional practicing visual artist and GENEXT attendee 2005-2007
} Zeynep Nevzat, high school student, GENEXT attendee 2017 and MCA Youth Committee
member 2018-2019
} Cody Heller, MCA Youth Committee member 2012-2013 and MCA staff member 2014-2019
} Georgia June, professional practising musician and GENEXT performer 2016-2017.

16

The cut off age for participation in the survey was determined by the fact that a 31-year old in 2018
would have been able to attend GENEXT as an 18-year old in 2005. Those 32 and over in 2018 would
have been too old to ever attend.
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Top: A Youth Committee member dressed as
Grayson Perry's bear, Alan Measles, during
GENEXT: My Pretty Little Art Career, 6 March
2016. Photo: Maja Baska
Left: Youth Committee brainstorming
process for GENEXT: 21st Biennale of Sydney,
March 2018.
Right: Youth Committee member at GENEXT:
Primavera, 24 September, 2017.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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A day in the life of GENEXT…
2 months
before

Every GENEXT starts with an exhibition, which acts as the Committee’s
inspiration and point of departure. Whether it be an artist’s ideas,
materials, aesthetic choices; their politics, lived experiences, language or
stories – this is where it begins. And while it’s different every time, there
is nevertheless a process for delivering GENEXT.
The Youth Committee join the all-staff curatorial walk-through before the
exhibition officially opens (they’ll often also get some extra one-on-one
time with the curator and the artist too, if it’s possible).

6 weeks before

The next stage is a series of brainstorming meetings. Over three or four
meetings Youth Committee members will unpack their responses to the
exhibition, articulate the kinds of experiences they want GENEXT
attendees to have, develop workshop ideas, put calls out for musicians
or performers, identify any materials, props, support they might need or
want – from hiring a room full of Santa thrones and velvet ottomans to
finding an Aboriginal astrophysicist to talk about Aboriginal astronomy.
This process is supported by the MCA Young Creatives Coordinator and
the Artist Educators using creative strategies, critical questioning and by
providing logistic frameworks.

4 weeks before

The first batch of tickets are released at 5pm on a Friday. Tickets are free
(and limited to two per person) but bookings are essential, and tickets
are dropped over the four Fridays leading up to the event. Around this
time the Committee’s Digital Content Creators will also plan out their
social media schedule and create images, gifs, short films that promote
the exhibition, program and music line-up, which the Committee will also
finalise around this time.

2 weeks before

While the Young Creatives Coordinator oversees the risk assessment,
staff bookings and purchase orders, the Committee refines the
workshop processes, develops the signage, and manages enquiries
through the social media channels – while continuing to promote ticket
releases, workshop highlights, music and any relevant announcements.
They also spread the word through their networks at school, social clubs,
sport clubs, etc. Word of mouth remains the #1 way that young people
find out about GENEXT.
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2: 00pm

On the day of GENEXT, the Youth Committee and Artist Educators meet
for a briefing at 2pm. By this stage, the Committee have chosen their
workshop roles and responsibilities for the night. From 2pm until 5pm
organised chaos reigns supreme. Rooms are bumped out, tinsel, signage
and fairy lights are bumped in and materials are prepped.

5:30pm

Ticket holders start to congregate on the Circular Quay forecourt outside
of the Museum. Hosts, MCA staff and security are briefed, and a lot of
Committee members overlook the fruit in the Prep Room and make a
quick strategic break for McDonalds…

6:00pm

The doors open. Tickets are scanned and bags are checked as the line of
people snakes its way around the edge of the forecourt and back
towards the Circular Quay train station. Over the course of 30-45 mins,
the staff work quickly to get in as many people as possible so that
attendees can make the most of the 3hr event. Programs are posted
throughout the building and invariably people make a beeline for
whatever free snack food is awaiting them at the top of the stairs –
popcorn, fairy floss, snowcones.

6:30pm

Food in hand, people scatter. Most tend to do a recce first – scaling the
stairs and assessing what’s happening where. Workshops and activities
are held throughout the building – the library, the Seminar Room, the
level 2 Resource Corner, in every corner of the National Centre for
Creative Learning on level 3, and often in the galleries themselves – an
acoustic act maybe or a meditation space.
On level 4 the café is transformed into an open-air concert with a stage
and sound engineer supporting a line-up of four high school bands who
had pitched themselves to the Youth Committee for the chance to play.
The beauty of GENEXT is that there is something for everyone. Quiet
spaces, orchestrated conversations with strangers, free access to all the
exhibitions and opportunities to make something, contribute something
or learn something. Workshops might run continuously from 6-9 or they
might have timed sessions but everything is drop-in and nothing is
compulsory. Attendees navigate their own experiences – some are there
just for the music and free snacks, others have brought friends to see
the exhibitions together, some have come alone, others still want to flex
their creativity or distract themselves from whatever might be
consuming their day to day lives – anxiety, exams, friendships.
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7:00pm

The evening is in full swing. Most spaces are full and all the in-between
spaces – the stairwell and foyers – become hubs for high-energy
conversations and chance encounters. Exhibitions get visited and
discussed. Humans of GENEXT photographers roam around…

7:30pm

Youth Committee members will usually take a 15-minute break at some
stage (usually to join the mosh pit up on level 4…).

8:45pm

Things start to wind down. Attendees will begin leaving the building,
Youth Committee will start tidying up and returning the Museum to its
pre-GENEXT self.

9:00pm

The doors close. On a busy night, GENEXT might welcome up to 850
teenagers but anywhere between 650 and 800 will usually pass through
the doors. An event survey is posted on Facebook and Instagram and
staff and Committee members finalise clean up.

10 days after

Youth Committee members meet for a post-event evaluation. They’ll
dissect any feedback that’s come via the survey as well as their
experiences on the night through a series of reflective prompts that ask
them to consider: what worked well; things that didn’t go to plan and
how they adapted; things they’d change for next time; something they
learned about themselves; anything they’d like more of during the
planning process; and something to celebrate.
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Attendees engaging with
exhibitions during GENEXT.
Top: Light Show, April 2015.
Photo: Maja Baska
Left: Primavera, 2015.
Photo: Maja Baska
Right: War Is Over! (if you
want it): Yoko Ono,
February 2014.
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2

GENEXT experiences

The GENEXT program, with its mix of hands on making workshops, live music, chill out spaces,
social activations, access to exhibitions, talks and performances allows and encourages young
people to author their own experience of the night. This unique blend of opportunities to socialise
with new people from different schools and parts of Sydney; to participate and share experiences;
and to make (anything from wearables to ready-made objects), has made GENEXT a safe,
supportive and welcoming space for a diverse range of attendees. That GENEXT is free (as well as
‘no alcohol and no drugs’) is also critical to its success.

GENEXT is a unique blend of socialising, participation and making
When asked to share the best thing about GENEXT, evaluation participants said that it’s the unique
combination of socialising in a safe, but adult-free space, with good vibes, activities, food and
music, all the while gaining exposure to art.

Figure 1. What is the best thing about GENEXT?

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018, n= 685

Survey respondents were then asked to rate the importance of certain aspects of GENEXT.
Socialising with friends is the most important part of the GENEXT experience, with 95% saying that
this is very important or important.
90% believe it’s important to experience the work of contemporary artists, and 89% see live music
performances as important.
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Making sure there is something to eat and drink is also something that young people believe is
needed (85%). 70% see making new friends as important.
Although slightly less important for some GENEXT attendees, three quarters believe that an
important part of the GENEXT experience involves participating in activities, such as Conversation
Starters (76%)17 and making something creative (71%).
This may reflect two things: the flexible nature of GENEXT, in that you can choose when and in
what manner you participate, as well as the nature of visual art, in that you do not have to
‘perform’.

17

Conversation Starters is the name of the MCA’s annual weekend program bringing different voices
together to discuss issues and ideas embedded within MCA exhibitions. It is also a regular workshopstyle activity offered at GENEXT that facilitates 1:1 conversations between attendees.
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Figure 2. Thinking about your overall GENEXT experience, how important is it to…
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24%

39%

31%
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Unimportant

Neutral
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=753

Maintaining GENEXT as a free event is a priority for young people
Survey respondents were asked about the importance of four key operational decisions about
GENEXT. The results show that it’s most important to GENEXT attendees that the program is free,
with 97% saying that this is important or very important.
Fewer respondents rate the other aspects as very important, suggesting areas where alternative
models could be tested. Many think it’s important that GENEXT is held at least four times a year
(74%) and in the evening (72%). Fewer felt that it is important that GENEXT is in Sydney and this is
reflected in the success of GENEXT Goes West.
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Top: In the gallery during GENEXT: Light Show, 19 April 2015.
Bottom: Attendees at GENEXT: Primavera, 24 September 2017
participate in conversation starter 'Anti-Assumption Roulette'.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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Figure 3. How important is it that GENEXT is...

FREE!

Held at least four times a year
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15%

22%
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In the CBD

Very unimportant

82%

41%

25%

Unimportant

39%
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35%

31%
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=768

GENEXT provides a vital alcohol-free social space for teens
69% feel that it’s important (26%) or very important (43%) that GENEXT is drug- and alcohol-free, as
one focus group participant explained:
‘You need spaces [like GENEXT] that are just for teenagers and not for adults. As soon as
you get adults coming, you get alcohol. Everyone at GENEXT is the same age, that’s what
makes it safe and affirming. When you introduce adults, it’s no longer appropriate…’
Respondents also value the fact that GENEXT is only for high school aged people aged 18 and
under and hope that it stays that way. As one person shared: ‘it’s so important that it’s for under
18s because there are so few events that we feel welcome in, or that have a reputation for being
safe.’
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Figure 4. How important is it that GENEXT is drug-free and alcohol-free?

4% 8%

20%

Very unimportant

26%

Unimportant

43%

Neutral

Important

Very important

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018

Parents also deem the event ‘safe’ with many GENEXT attendees saying that their parents ‘were
happy for me to go because it was a safe event’. Another shared: ‘my parents know it's a good,
safe environment.’

Figure 5. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the MCA is a safe environment

35%

61%

Don't know/Not applicable

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n= 674

These findings are important, given that GENEXT attendees feel that entertainment for young
people is lacking in Sydney, especially at night. One shared:
‘GENEXT is the only free under 18s at night for teens that happens regularly. It’s an
opportunity for people and it’s accessible. If it was cancelled, it would leave a gap in the
events that Sydney has to offer culturally for teens.’
Another echoed a similar sentiment: ‘when you’re under 18, it’s so hard to find something to go to
with friends at night where you can have a good time cause obviously you can’t go to a bar.’
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GENEXT is a supportive environment for people from all backgrounds and
abilities
Almost all attendees (96%) agree that GENEXT is a safe space: ‘it’s a safe, supportive and engaging
environment that brings together individuals of all circumstances to create wonderful memories’.
When asked to share the best thing about GENEXT, one person said:
‘It’s the fact that [GENEXT] is an accepting safe space for different sexualities, religions and
beliefs where young people can come to hang out and be happy within themselves and the
person they are.’
GENEXT is also accessible to people with disability. 37 survey respondents identified as a person
with disability, with one sharing:
‘I have Cerebral Palsy, so as a young teenager, opportunities to socialise in an accessible,
safe and fun environment are limited. With GENEXT I get the opportunity to do what most
teenagers take for granted.’

GENEXT attendees from diverse backgrounds feel welcome
A large number of survey respondents (237) said that they speak a language other than English at
home. Other than English, Mandarin and/or Cantonese are the most commonly spoken languages
at home, followed by Vietnamese, Spanish, French and Hindi. Eight survey respondents identified
as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.
Some spoke of the positive impact GENEXT has had on their ability to feel connected through their
ethnicity and family experiences:
‘The sense of belonging that GENEXT created was very impactful. I felt comfortable
expressing the fact that I was the bi-racial child of immigrant parents when I had
participated in workshops where other people had also shown similar anxieties.’
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Top: Attendee participating in
Caroline Garcia's ‘Swag
Academy’ at GENEXT Goes
West: Parramatta Artists
Studio, 12 November 2017.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
Left top: Attendees 'chill out'
in a meditation workshop at
GENEXT: Tatsuo Miyajma Connect with Everything, 5
March 2017.
Photo: Maja Baska
Left bottom: A ‘conversation
starter’ at GENEXT: Sun Xun, 7
October 2018.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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Figure 6. Top 10 language/s other than English spoken at home
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=237 (note respondents could select more than one language)

Over 240 respondents (30%) identified as LGBTQI which is significant given that the Australian
Human Rights Commission estimates that 1 in 10 (11%) Australians identify as LGBTI.18 In addition,
the 2016 National Drug Strategy Household Survey estimates that 3.2% of adults identify as
homosexual or bisexual and 2.4% as not sure/other orientation.19
Some respondents voiced how GENEXT has actually helped them to express their sexuality. One
person shared: ‘I opened myself up and my sexuality to my closest friends a couple GENEXTs ago
[because] I felt free coming to GENEXT.’

18

AHRC (Australian Human Rights Commission) 2014. Face the facts: lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and
intersex people. Sydney: Australian Human Rights Commission.
19
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2018. Australia’s health 2018. Australia’s health series no.
16. AUS 221. Canberra: AIHW.
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GENEXT is an accepting safe
space for different
sexualities, religions and
beliefs, where young people
can come to hang out and be
happy within themselves and
the person they are.
GENEXT attendee (2017-2018)
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GENEXT increasingly attracts a more diverse range of attendees
Survey respondents’ postcodes show that GENEXT attendees live all over Sydney – as far south as
Wollongong, West to Katoomba and north towards the central coast.

Figure 7. Survey respondent postcodes & SEIFA Index of Relative Socio-economic
Disadvantage deciles 2016

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey 2018, Australian Bureau of Statistics Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas
(SEIFA) 2016 n=799
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Analysing the location of all past GENEXT attendees via the ABS SEIFA Index for Disadvantage20
shows that two thirds (66%) of respondents live in deciles 8 to 10, indicating a relative lack of
disadvantage in the communities in which GENEXT attendees live (Figure 8).
However, in recent years the proportion of attendees from disadvantaged areas has increased. In
December 2018, there was an 8% increase in attendees from lower-ranked SEIFA suburbs: 58%
came from decile 8-10 suburbs in comparison to 66% of all-time attendees since 2005. This
reflects increased efforts to recruit a more diverse Youth Committee, and deliver GENEXT Goes
West in partnership with institutions in Western and South Western Sydney.
As a result of these ongoing recruitment, engagement and related marketing strategies, GENEXT
attendees are more likely to agree the MCA is accessible to young people from a diverse range of
backgrounds, compared to general MCA visitors (90% versus 84%).

Figure 8. Survey respondent postcodes by SEIFA Index of Relative Socio-economic
Disadvantage deciles 2016
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey 2018, Australian Bureau of Statistics Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas
(SEIFA) 2016 n=799

20

SEIFA Index for Relative Socio-economic Disadvantage (IRSD) is a general socio-economic index that
summarises a range of information about the economic and social conditions of people and
households within an area. A high score indicates a relative lack of disadvantage. For example, an area
may have a high score if there are few households with low incomes, few people with no qualifications,
or few people in low skilled occupations.
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Top: A line forms for GENEXT: Primavera, 24
September 2017. Photo: Jacquie Manning
Bottom left: Attendees taking a selfie on the
MCA Sculpture Terrace at GENEXT: Chuck
Close, 8 February 2015. Photo: Lucy
Parakhina
Bottom right: Attendees at GENEXT: Kader
Attia, 24 April 2017. Photo: Maja Baska
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Figure 9. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the MCA is accessible to young
people from a diverse range of backgrounds
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nonGENEXT

39%

11%
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45%

38%

Don't know/Not applicable

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=829

GENEXT Goes West events have fostered stronger arts engagement in
Western Sydney
GENEXT Goes West events in Western Sydney21 have been successful in broadening the reach of
the program. 80 of the 253 GENEXT Goes West: Parramatta Artists Studios attendees responded to
the survey, along with 81 of the 152 GENEXT Goes West: Casula Powerhouse attendees
(approximately 40% of all GENEXT Goes West attendees).
One person shared how GENEXT Goes West was, ‘[an] introduction to the CBD-based art scene. As
someone who grew up in public housing in Western Sydney, I didn’t have opportunities where I
was exposed to contemporary art.’
GENEXT Goes West participants feel that taking GENEXT into Western Sydney not only provides
access but also acknowledges the cultural contribution of their area, for instance:
‘Really love the GENEXT Goes West events! Makes such a difference to the culture and
recognises the validity of greater Western Sydney youth and art.’

21

GENEXT Goes West: Parramatta was held at Parramatta Artists’ Studios in November 2017. Following
its success, MCA staff and Youth Committee worked alongside the Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre and
its Youth Committee to deliver GENEXT Goes West: Casula Powerhouse in August 2018. Geographically,
Parramatta is located at the centre of Greater Sydney, 25km west of the Sydney CBD and MCA. Casula
is 40km from the Sydney CBD in South Western Sydney.
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The program brings people from different high schools together
Over half (55%) of all survey respondents attend or attended a public high school, one third (34%)
attend or attended a private high school and 8% attended either a Catholic school, a combination
of both public and private high schools, or selective or international schools (Figure 10).
Some feel that the social aspect of GENEXT helps remove barriers between people growing up in
different parts of Sydney: ‘it puts a bunch of people with common interests in one place, and so
friendships and connections can be made’. Another shared:
‘I usually am exposed to only a few types of people… I go to a Catholic school. Meeting new
people who like the same things as I do and are unapologetic in the way they dress and act
and the things they enjoy is so refreshing.’

Figure 10. What type of high school do/did you go to?

8%

3%

34%

Public high school

Private high school

55%

Other

Prefer not to say

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=803
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GENEXT going west was so
important to my classmates,
teachers and community. I
believe it may have been a
reason as to why my school
started taking the arts seriously.
2018 MCA Youth Committee member, end of year
evaluation
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Attending GENEXT positively impacts friendships, old and new
GENEXT facilitates connections between young people and 81% agree that the program has had a
positive or very positive impact on their friendships (Figure 11). One respondent uses GENEXT as
an opportunity to ‘exercise my social skills & foster relationships with friends’, and many others
feel they ‘wouldn't have the friends that I do today if GENEXT did not exist’.

Figure 11. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your...
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=703

One quarter (25%) have developed romantic relationships, with one attendee sharing that ‘[I] met
the love of my life’ at a GENEXT.
For some (21%), GENEXT helped them navigate their relationships with their families:
‘GENEXT is an exciting addition and change to my life that allows freedom. I would probably
be more introverted and stuck in my own home nestling [sic] a lot of mental anger at my
parents and family.’

Although making friends is less important to some, others crave it
For a few people, the vibe can feel ‘clique-y’. One participant said that they ‘often don’t love the
vibe, as it can feel very exclusive and clique-y and hard to get involved’. This sense of it being ‘hard
to get involved’ might also be attributed to the scale of GENEXT, which can be overwhelming at
times for some.
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Top: Attendees in
discussion with artist Lindy
Lee at GENEXT: Marking
Time, 22 April 2012.
Photo: Adam Hollingworth
Left: Attendees viewing
works in the gallery at
GENEXT: Jenny Watson, 16
July 2017. Photo: Jacquie
Manning
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When asked how GENEXT could improve, some want more activities that foster socialisation and
facilitate bonding and getting to know people. Activities like ‘truth or dare, questions/convo
starters’, while others were seeking more ‘anonymous’ activities. For example, one said:
‘I think GENEXT could improve by having more anonymous interactive stations like you've
had over the years. it always helps socially anxious people when we can engage in
something without having to talk to anyone - only focusing on expressing oneself.’
Some Youth Committee members suggested exhibiting art from young, local artists at GENEXT
events, ‘like the system we use for local musicians’ and the 2019 Youth Committee have now
started this process with a series of open-calls for artists for a digital showcase of work by young
artists at each GENEXT.

95% of young people surveyed are satisfied with GENEXT, and the MCA
Overall, 95% are satisfied (44% Very satisfied, 51% Satisfied) with GENEXT, and 95% are satisfied
with the MCA (43% Very satisfied, 52% satisfied).

Figure 12. Satisfaction with GENEXT

Figure 13. Satisfaction with MCA
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=727
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=828

Some survey respondents simply shared their gratitude, with one saying, ‘Keep it up! MCA really
tapped my soul as a teenager and I am always inspired when I visit. It's a magic place.’
Another said, ‘Thank you for providing young people with a safe place to discover, interact, share
and create! Xo’.
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3

Attendee outcomes

GENEXT’s impact on attendees takes place on several levels. While helping young people to
cultivate their creativity and sense of belonging through making and a freedom to simply be
themselves, GENEXT has also been demonstrated to positively impact mental health and wellbeing. Young people who attend GENEXT are able to reflect on important topics and recognise the
impact that visual arts experiences have on their mental health, including their levels of
confidence and anxiety. And the more frequently they attend, the higher their sense of positive
wellbeing and recognition of the MCA and GENEXT as a space that supports mental health.

Impacts on participants
GENEXT helps young people to cultivate their creativity
85% feel that GENEXT has positively impacted their ability to get creative, with one sharing,
‘GENEXT is crucial to discovering my creative ability as well as pursue it’. Another shared:
‘It inspired me to get creative as a general life ethos and converted me from an art-hater to
a fully blown art maniac’.
In addition, 80% feel that GENEXT provides inspiration and motivation and 72% see the positive
impact GENEXT has had on their hobbies.

Figure 14. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your…
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creative
Inspiration and
motivation

Hobbies
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=712
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Simple art activities help people indulge their inner child
Respondents mentioned how both being surrounded by people who have similar interests, for
example art or fashion, and the creative activities at GENEXT, are crucial to their inspiration. One
person said: ‘GENEXT is a fun chance to reflect on where my life is going’.
Many also feel GENEXT allows them to be a kid at a time when they are feeling the pressure to
grow up. One person shared:
‘The whole teenage period is confusing, doing arts and craft can remind me to not take the
transition so seriously. That’s kind of what art is - self-expression.’
Those who participate in GENEXT’s hands-on making activities feel that it allows them to freely
express themselves: ‘GENEXT lets you indulge your child side with no judgement’.
One young person shared: ‘sometimes [it’s] all you need to do for your mental health, it’s so nice
to do crafts and enjoy yourself’. Another said:
‘It’s a non-judgemental place. It focuses on art and art is a form of self-expression. All the
activities we do, like arts and crafts, [it’s] a childish act, feeling like you can do anything.
Everyone comes to GENEXT knowing that they’ll be able to do whatever.’
Many of the activities, such as badge making, also allow participants to take home a souvenir as
part of the event, with one GENEXT attendee from 2016 saying that the activities ‘were really fun to
do and gave you something to come home with. I still have my badge lol’.

Many attendees experience a freedom to simply be themselves
In this safe environment, away from school, teachers and parents, many attendees feel a freedom
to be themselves, with three quarters (74%) agreeing that GENEXT positively impacts their ability
to express their identity. From sexuality to ethnicity to the clothes they wear and feeling like they
can be a kid, there is an openness that comes with GENEXT that few feel they experience
elsewhere, if at all.
70% feel GENEXT helps them to reflect on their own experiences, while 63% said that GENEXT
positively impacts their ability to empathise with other people
This research heard from many people who felt that they discovered more about themselves at
the event, with one saying: ‘GENEXT definitely assisted in understanding myself.’ Another said:
‘Seeing the individualistic spirits & styles of the people who attended GENEXT really made
me reflect on what makes me unique and encouraged me to deviate from the norm to
express my individuality fearlessly.’
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Figure 15. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your ability to...
Express your
identity

21%
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own experiences
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other people

39%

25%

30%

35%

47%

23%

41%

22%

Don't know/Not applicable

Very negative

Negative

Neutral

Positive

Very positive

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=719

Another mentioned how a shared experience in a workshop activity helped them to process their
sexual identity:
‘An anonymous letter I received during an activity helped me processing my sexual
orientation and prepared me to come out.’
Some refer to the power of expressing your identity through what you wear, with one participant
sharing that GENEXT has allowed them to ‘become more confident in the way I dress’. Another
said, ‘it provides an environment where people won't judge you when you wear something that's
noticeable or standout-ish and I think that's very powerful’.

GENEXT provides young people with a much-needed sense of belonging
70% feel that GENEXT has had a positive or very positive impact on their sense of belonging and
connectedness. One participant shared how GENEXT fosters a feeling of connection, in a city and
society that often feels disconnected:
‘Feeling a part of something bigger than myself. ‘Cause Sydney is so big I don't always feel
so connected to everyone my age. [But GENEXT is] a social hub of likeminded people, like
myself. Just being part of that.’
Another said how GENEXT gave them confidence in their future and helped them feel like they
‘belong in society that will be soon governed by our own generation of youth’.
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Participants engaging in
'Compliment Exchange', a
Youth Committee-led
activity at GENEXT: Pipilotti
Rist, 10 December 2017.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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Figure 16. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your sense of belonging
and connectedness
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=712

Impact on mental health
GENEXT gives many people more confidence and reduces anxiety
Two thirds (66%) feel their confidence has been positively impacted by the program
‘If GENEXT didn't exist a lot of individuals lives would be impacted negatively. I don't think I
would have such a confident personality, know who I am or have any of the strong
friendships that I do’.
Over one third (38%) feel that GENEXT has a positive impact on their anxiety levels with one
person mentioning how GENEXT reminds them to ‘turn off for a bit’, putting them ‘back into the
moment and take time to stop’:
‘I have big anxiety so being able to just go ‘no one else here cares- who cares if it doesn't
look good’. It is free and spontaneous you can get you out of your own constraints.’
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Figure 17. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your...
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=712

It appears that GENEXT can meet the needs of different people at different times in their life. For
some, GENEXT has served as a place of support and escape during stressful times, such as during
the Year 12 examinations, as well as a place for fun. One person shared:
‘During periods of my life, GENEXT was a balm during periods of high stress, and still now is
just so much fun. I probably wouldn't realise the necessity of at times letting go of control
and just existing and recuperating.’
Another explained how GENEXT has helped them to ‘feel a lot freer in my life… it’s been freeing for
some of the people I’ve gone with… wearing silly hats or crafts. To have that outlet is really freeing
for my friends and for me. It’s a release of tension.’
While 48% felt that GENEXT has neither had a positive nor negative impact on their anxiety levels,
a small number (6%) feel that the environment at GENEXT may be contributing to their anxiety.
One evaluation participant shared how they ‘get really nervous and anxious when being in big
crowds’, and that because of this, ‘it's hard to let go and enjoy the moment because of how
overwhelming it can be’.
The Youth Committee, which includes young people also suffering from anxiety, aim to address
this by including chill out spaces and slower-paced activities with fewer people in every program.
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At GENEXT I can freely express
myself without the worry or
judgement from other
teenagers.
As someone who suffers from
rather bad anxiety, I felt like I
finally got to come out of my
shell in a safe space.
GENEXT attendee (2012-2017)
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Visual art experiences can impact on youth mental health
Data from the 2018 Mission Australia’s Youth Survey revealed that around two in five (43%) of
young Australians aged 15-19 years old met the criteria for a possible serious mental illness.22 That
same report reveals that the percentage of young people who identify mental health as a concern
or issue has doubled in the last three years alone. Yet many are unlikely to get treatment as just
over half (51.7%) of all young people who indicated they had a problem for which they needed
professional help do not seek assistance.23
Importantly, a growing body of evidence suggests that participation in the arts – including visual
arts, singing, music, dance and drama – can create outcomes which support recovery for people
with mental health issues, specifically enhancing connectedness and improving hope.24
Associate Professor Elizabeth Scott, a Sydney-based psychiatrist25 explains that networks foster
resilience and therefore ‘skills-based learnings in the creative arts can potentially improve brain
plasticity and cognitive capacity.'
However, she advises that there is a lot of 'individual variation – some people do better with sport,
others drama, others visual arts. We need to understand better who is going to benefit from
different forms of art.'
When asked about the unique power of visual art, Professor Scott said, 'Visual art is about ways of
seeing and can be challenging on different levels: visually, cognitively, socially.’ She explained that
visual art experiences can foster the internal thinking process and help us to be imaginative and
creative: 'It involves an inhibitive process, where you need to hold back rules about what to do… It
teaches young people how to overcome the “I must, I should, I have to” dialogue.’

22

Mission Australia. 2018. Youth Survey Report. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/2S9QFVM
Vancic, L., Cairns, K., Shuttleworth, L., Welland, L., Fildes, J. and Nicholas, M. 2018). Lifting the weight:
Understanding young people’s mental health and service needs in regional and remote Australia.
Sydney: ReachOut Australia and Mission Australia.
24
Stickley, T., Wright, N., Slade, M. 2017. The art of recovery: outcomes from participatory arts activities
for people using mental health services. Journal of Mental Health. Vol. 27(4). pp. 367-373.
25
Associate Professor Elizabeth Scott is Director of Uspace at St Vincents, Sydney; and is also research
affiliate at the Brain and Mind centre, University of Sydney and the School of Medicine, University of
Notre Dame
23
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Impact on overall wellbeing
8 in 10 feel GENEXT positively impacts their wellbeing
GENEXT attendees were asked what impact the program has had on their wellbeing and 8 in 10
(82%) indicated that GENEXT has positively impacted their overall wellbeing. Specifically, 6%
reported extremely positive impacts, 39% said the program has had a very positive impact on their
wellbeing, and 37% said slightly positive (Figure 18).
Those who felt GENEXT had a very or extremely positive impact on their wellbeing referred to the
way in which GENEXT enables freedom of expression. One explained: ‘as someone who suffers
from rather bad anxiety, I felt like I finally got to come out of my shell in a safe space’, while
another shared:
‘This space allows an escape from certain pressures in teenage life, we can listen to music,
socialise, make art and eat food which gives a distraction to problems such as mental
health issues, parental/family problems and school related stress’.

Figure 18. What impact has GENEXT had on your overall wellbeing?

17%

6%

39%
37%

Extremely positive
Slightly negative

Very positive
Very negative

Slightly positive
Extremely negative

Neutral/don't know

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=692
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During periods of my life,
GENEXT was a balm during
periods of high stress, and still
now is just so much fun.
I probably wouldn't realise the
necessity of at times letting go of
control and just existing and
recuperating.
GENEXT attendee (2017)
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Some people have fun at GENEXT without feeling different overall, and
very few are negatively impacted
A proportion of survey respondents were more neutral: 17% said GENEXT neither had a positive or
negative effect on their wellbeing. One evaluation participant shared: ‘It's not super frequent so I
think it's usually just a fun way to go out for the night, but it is definitely a genuine and welcoming
place that I always enjoy going to, so my wellbeing is improved because of that, even if just for a
little while’.
Those who answered neutral enjoyed the exhibitions and activities; however, they did not believe
GENEXT had a strong impact on their wellbeing, with one person stating: ‘GENEXT has definitely
inspired me in many ways, but I don't really feel that it has influenced my overall wellbeing in any
way that I can think of’.
Another person attributed GENEXT’s slightly negative impact on their wellbeing due to their
anxiety in crowds. Just 0.4% (3 respondents) felt that GENEXT has had a slightly negative impact on
their wellbeing, while no respondents answered very or extremely negative.

There is a link between positive wellbeing and frequency of GENEXT
attendance
When comparing the impact GENEXT has had on the overall wellbeing of attendees (as selfreported by survey respondents) by frequency of attendance, there appears to be a link between
the more times a young person attends GENEXT and the program positively impacting their
wellbeing.
90% of those who attend GENEXT six or more times report that the program has had a positive
impact on their wellbeing, compared to 84% who attend two to five times and 77% of those who
attend only once.
There is greater contrast again when comparing the proportion of respondents who reported very
and extremely positive impacts on their wellbeing. 58% of those who attend GENEXT six or more
times report that the program has had a very or extremely positive impact on their wellbeing,
compared to 48% who attend two to five times and 32% of those who attend only once.
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Figure 19. What impact has GENEXT had on your overall wellbeing? (by frequency of
GENEXT attendance)
Six or more
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23%
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45%
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6%

26%

6%

Slightly negative
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=692

More GENEXT attendees than general MCA visitors agree that the MCA
supports mental health and wellbeing
Survey respondents were asked to what extent they agreed or disagreed that the MCA supports
mental health and wellbeing.
The results show that GENEXT attendees’ responded differently to general visitors to the MCA who
had not attended GENEXT.
While three quarters (72%) of GENEXT attendees agree (42%) or strongly agree (30%) that the MCA
supports mental health and wellbeing, less than half (47%) of those who have never attended
GENEXT agree (28%) or strongly agree (19%).
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Figure 20. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the MCA supports mental
health and wellbeing
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=829

For arts organisations like the MCA, Mark Miller, Circuit Programme National Lead & Convenor:
Young People's Programmes at Tate Britain/Tate Modern in the UK, highlights the key role that
they can play in supporting mental health:
'For us practitioners, it has brought up questions about skills and what we really have to
support that. We know how to signpost to organisations that can help, but do we need
to define our roles and responsibilities better? When do we signpost, how much can we
support? Do we need support staff with much more experience in doing that?’
This is something that the Youth Committee, Artist Educators and the Young Creatives Coordinator
are conscious of when planning GENEXT events.
For example, some considerations include ensuring that there are appropriate support systems in
place, such as onsite counsellors, as well as ‘Sensitive Content’ signs in front of activities or
workshops that may trigger symptoms of mental illness in some people.
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4

Impact on arts participation and
support

For many young people, GENEXT is their first introduction to both the MCA and contemporary art
but even for those regular attendees or repeat visitors, GENEXT fosters a significant appreciation
for visual art and culture, with attendees recording substantially higher levels of participation
across all art forms than the average Sydneysider. Many young performers, artists and Youth
Committee members feel that GENEXT creates opportunities, provides inspiration, and teaches life
skills that translate into other areas of life and for many attendees, their GENEXT experiences have
set them up to become Sydney’s future arts supporters and donors.

GENEXT helps the MCA connect with young people for the first time – and
encourages repeat visitation
Survey respondents were asked about the reason for their first visit to the MCA, including what
prompted their visit and who they came with.
Many visited the MCA for the first time to attend GENEXT, encouraged by a friend. One person
shared how their ‘friend recommended it and it sounded interesting… it was great that it was free
because, as a 15-year old, free things were all we could really do’.
Other respondents said that they were looking for something fun to do in the city, or wanted to
experience contemporary art:
‘My high school friends were talking about it, and it seemed to be THE go-to place for
anyone wanting to see great art. I went alone, on a sunny but quiet Saturday several years
ago.’
Though most are introduced to the MCA through friends, some also mentioned they had first
visited with family or their school.
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Figure 21. Reasons for first visiting the MCA

Because of their experiences with the MCA, a substantially larger proportion of GENEXT attendees
said that they are more likely or much more likely to visit the MCA in the future, compared to
general MCA visitors (92% versus 80%).

Figure 22. As a result of your experiences with the MCA are you more or less likely to
visit the MCA in the future?
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nonGENEXT

7%

34%

15%

Don't know/Not applicable
About the same

58%

37%

Much less likely
More likely

43%

Less likely
Much more likely

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018

GENEXT is fostering appreciation for visual arts
Although some GENEXT attendees are already arts lovers, GENEXT inspires creativity and an
appreciation for contemporary art.
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While the majority of GENEXT attendees and general MCA visitors agree (94% and 92%
respectively) that the MCA inspires an appreciation for contemporary art, GENEXT attendees are
more likely to strongly agree (62% versus 51% respectively).
One participant said how GENEXT has been ‘instrumental in introducing me to contemporary art
and beginning a love for art practice and appreciation’.
Another shared how GENEXT has helped to break down their barriers and perceptions about the
art world:
‘If GENEXT didn’t exist… I would continue to think the art world is exclusive, difficult to
approach and somewhere I could never belong.’

Figure 23. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the MCA inspires an
appreciation for contemporary art…
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=829

GENEXT attendees are participating in more forms of art than the average
Sydneysider
Survey respondents were asked about their creative participation in the arts, and their attendance
in the past 12 months. For comparison, the questions were asked in the same way as the Australia
Council for the Arts National Arts Participation Survey (last conducted in 2016).
GENEXT attendees are significantly more likely to creatively participate than Sydneysiders across
all artforms. GENEXT attendees creatively participate most in visual arts and craft (71%) compared
to Sydney residents (27%). This is followed by creative writing (56% versus 21%), music (53% versus
14%), dance (25% versus 11%) and theatre (24% versus 11%).
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Figure 24. Creative participation in the past 12 months
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Source: GENEXT survey 2018, Australia Council for the Arts National Arts Participation Survey 2016 n=665

GENEXT attendees are also more likely to attend more live arts events than Sydney residents. 81%
of survey respondents have attended a live music event in the past 12 months compared to 59%
of Sydney residents.
This is followed by festival attendance (72% versus 56%), theatre (60% versus 49%), and visual arts
and craft (57% versus 50%) events. Survey respondents attend live literature events about the
same as Sydney residents (20% versus 19%) and attend dance less (28% versus 33%).
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Figure 25. Live attendance in the past 12 months
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For some, GENEXT influences their study, careers and school work
41% feel that GENEXT has had a positive impact on their field of study, while 37% said it positively
influenced their career choices.
31% felt GENEXT has positively impacted their school work, with one participant sharing: ‘it
enhanced my love of art which impacted my HSC26 art major work in a positive way by increasing
creativity, providing inspiration and motivating me to visit more galleries’.

26

The Higher School Certificate (HSC) is the set of final year exams that high school students in New
South Wales must complete in order to attend university
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Figure 26. Has GENEXT had a positive or negative impact on your...
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=703

For some, GENEXT has inspired new learning and career trajectories in the arts, as one person
explained: ‘GENEXT definitely helped me understand that I wanted to pursue a creative career.’
This respondent then added that they are ‘now studying Visual Communications at UTS’.
For others, their GENEXT experiences have opened their eyes to possible fields of study outside of
the arts:
‘GENEXT made me realise how important art is in how we express common human
experience and bond over our shared humanity - made me realise I'm interested in
sociology, something I want to pursue in uni.’

For many Youth Committee members, skills learnt at the MCA translate
into other areas of their life
Those who have been part of the Youth Committee feel that the program has positively impacted
their ‘confidence in social interactions’, with one person sharing that it provides an opportunity for
young people to interact with one another and to make new friends:
‘Being able to put yourself out to the public at GENEXT and interacting with strangers was a
rewarding experience for me. Another reason would be the amazing friends I have made
along the way.’
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Many also mentioned how the program has helped them to develop new skills, for example, ‘in
teamwork, graphic design, time management and organisation.’ Similarly, being a Youth
Committee member can improve study habits: ‘it helps me to better organise and manage time.’
For some, the confidence they gained during their time on the Youth Committee translates into
other aspects of their lives, such as at school, with one participant sharing:
‘I now feel more confident asserting myself in discussions and forming stronger
relationships. It has also helped me to develop a higher self esteem which I feel has
translated into every aspect of my life. The knowledge that I have gained about
contemporary art from being part of the committee has helped me in my VA (visual arts)
studies at school.’

Young musicians and performers feel GENEXT creates opportunities
This research heard from 50 young people who have been musicians or performers at GENEXT.
These individuals feel that GENEXT provides a platform for aspiring musicians to showcase their
music, to network and to make friends. One musician commented: ‘I met members from so many
other bands and am now friends with them and play gigs together all the time.’
Professional gigs are the quickest way for young musicians to develop their skills as performers
and connect with a new and existing fan base. Yet, there are few spaces for young people to hone
their talent as most bars are aimed at over 18s. Offering young emerging artists a professional gig,
in a safe space like GENEXT, is paramount to increasing their visibility and confidence.
In fact, GENEXT musicians said that the program has a significantly positive impact on their
confidence, with one musician sharing:
‘[Performing at GENEXT gave] our lead singer a confidence boost as well as allowing her to
perform and express herself emotionally which is very important for her, and makes me
very happy that she can enjoy herself.’
Live music at GENEXT is extremely important to attendees, with many seeing it as the standout of
the night, as one person explained: ‘the music performed in the art exhibition space. Where you
could look at the art while you sat on the floor and listened.’
For one respondent, seeing this has inspired and motivated them to ‘create more of my own
music so that I could eventually end up performing in a gallery or venue somewhere later on’.
Another shared:
‘Instead of grounding my [music] dreams, it’s made me feel like I can give it a shot.’
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GENEXT inspires a new generation of art and culture makers, and workers
As a result of their experiences with the MCA, over three quarters (77%) of GENEXT attendees are
more likely or much more likely to make art compared to half (50%) of general MCA visitors.
Beyond making art as a hobby, GENEXT attendees are also more likely to pursue a career in the
arts and culture sector – with half (51%) saying that their experiences with the MCA have inspired
this pursuit. In comparison, 38% of general MCA visitors feel that they are more likely to pursue a
career in the arts and culture sector because of the MCA (Figure 27).

Figure 27. As a result of your experiences with the MCA are you more or less likely to…
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=807
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5

Participant case studies

Spence Messih, Installation view,
Primavera 2018: Young Australian Artists.
Photo: Jacquie Manning.

Spence Messih
Professional practicing visual artist and GENEXT attendee 2005-2007
Tell us a bit about yourself!
Hi! My name is Spence Messih and I'm an artist based in Sydney, Australia.
I do many things - I'm an artist, casual tutor at UNSW Art & Design and gallery preparator. I have a
few other casual jobs too!
How did you come to be at GENEXT?
I first found out about GENEXT from my high school art teachers. I attended a few GENEXT nights
when I was between 16 and 18 (2005 - 2007). I think GENEXT had just started at the MCA. I
remember there being lots of activities to do, lots of shy teenagers in the space and things feeling
quite disorganised (but maybe that was just my teenage angst).
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What stood out to you from your experience?
I found GENEXT really important during my final years at high school. The work you saw at the
MCA was often so different than what was in your art text books - and that is a good thing! I think
the exposure to contemporary art was pivotal in realising that art and artists that I connect with
actually exist! That insight, among other things, was what lead me to enrol in Fine Art at COFA27.
Over the years my relationship to the MCA has been a few things - a visitor to exhibitions and
events, participant in a few ARTBAR28 nights and most recently as an artist in 'Primavera: Young
Australian Artists 2018'29, curated by Megan Robson. It was quite surreal to be part of it and have
my work seen by such large audiences!
Why is art important for young people?
I believe art is a really powerful and poetic tactic to use to talk about personal politics. For me, my
own practice speaks broadly to sites of pressure, power structures, materiality and language and
more specifically about these things in relation to my own trans experience. I work with sculpture,
installation, photography and text (or anything I need to use!) to communicate trans experiences
and histories.
If GENEXT provides a space for expansive thinking, young people to connect, make friends and
have fun - then it should absolutely continue!

27

COFA (College of Fine Arts) at the University of New South Wales. Now known as UNSW Art & Design.
ARTBAR is an adults-only (18+) MCA public program. It is after-dark art party, curated by an invited
artist that transforms all levels of the Museum four times a year.
29
‘Primavera: Young Australian Artists’ is an annual exhibition of works by artists in the early stages of
their career that has been running since 1992. Each year a curator is invited to select artists from across
Australia that they feel represent current trends or styles emerging in the next generation of Australian
artists.
28
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Zeynep at GENEXT: David
Goldblatt, 9 December
2018.Photo: Maja Baska

Zeynep Nevzat
Student, GENEXT attendee 2017 and Youth Committee member 2018-19
Tell us a bit about yourself!
I’m a seventeen year old art/science enthusiast. I am currently a high-school student (Year 12) at
Amity College, in South-Western Sydney. I am also an Event Producer in the 2019 MCA Youth
Committee.
I am of Turkish Cypriot descent and follow the Islamic faith. I enjoy taking an active role in the peer
leadership/mentoring of Year 4-7 students, an initiative that is incredibly supported and
encouraged at my school. I also enjoy reading, writing, and playing with my two cheeky cats.
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How did you come to be at GENEXT?
My Visual Arts teacher recommended I join the GENEXT Goes West team for the organisation of
the Parramatta Artist Studios based event. After an incredible (and overwhelming) experience of
organising my first ever program, I waited in anticipation for the next event. This led to my most
memorable experience, which was attending GENEXT: Pipilotti Rist30 all on my own.
At first, travelling to the city (which is just under one and a half hours away from my home) and
going to a location filled with new faces was extremely daunting but as soon as I entered the MCA
doors I was warmly welcomed and made to forget my previous anxieties. Everyone was so
friendly, other attendees and Youth Committee members engaged with me and gave me helpful
directions when necessary, and I had an absolute blast lying down and observing Pipilotti Rist’s
mesmerising installations.
Overall, my first encounter and experience with GENEXT was amazing and became a catalyst for
my eventual decision to join the 2018 and 2019 Youth Committee.
What stands out to you from your experiences at GENEXT?
The safe and comfortable atmosphere of GENEXT is what really stood out for me. Everyone I
encountered was very friendly and respectful; it didn’t feel like a judgemental environment at all.
Knowing there were adult supervision and a lack of alcohol was also reassuring. Another thing that
stood out was the idea that this was a program designed and run by young people.
The MCA was always one of my favourite locations, yet because it was so far from my home, I only
ever attended it when I had school excursions. GENEXT has helped me become exposed to the
MCA (and the overall contemporary art community) at a significantly higher rate than before.
GENEXT has also allowed me to become curious of MCA and its exhibits; I consistently try and
remain up to date with what is happening at and around the MCA (through social media and ticket
sites). I was also very nervous to go to museums, but through attending the MCA on numerous
occasions this has changed to some degree.
Can you tell us about the role of art in your life?
Art has always played an integral role in my life. From delicate Turkish ceramic pieces and Islamic
geometry decorating my home, to the many art history and photography books stacked on my
bookshelves, to even the constant exposure to online artists through social media feeds, art has

30

GENEXT: Pipilotti Rist, 10 December 2017.
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surrounded me in all aspects of life. I am also currently studying the Visual Arts subject for the HSC
and am consistently working on my major body of work.
How would you like to see GENEXT evolve over time?
GENEXT is incredibly important as a platform for self-expression, socialising and learning. I see its
future role as generating exposure for young artists, providing information and resources in
relation to contemporary arts and be a safe environment for young people to unwind and be
themselves.
I’d like to see GENEXT continue generating more opportunities for emerging young artists (such as
design competitions, ‘artist of the week’ spotlights, youth-run external workshops etc.) as well as
collaborating with other organisations across Sydney/Australia to provide external opportunities
and other events for a wider young audience. Other events of a similar nature and that share the
same values as the program could be held across Australia in order to reach and accommodate a
wider audience.
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Cody at GENEXT: Marking
Time, 22 April 2012

Cody Heller
MCA Youth Committee member 2012-13 and MCA staff member 2014-19
Tell us a bit about yourself!
Hi there! My names Cody Heller. I am 23 years old and from South-West Sydney. I am an Interior
Architect & Designer. I am currently freelancing whilst travelling, working for clients both around
Australia and overseas.
How did you come to be at GENEXT?
My local council had recommended I apply for a position on the MCA Youth Committee to further
my leadership opportunities outside of the south west. My first GENEXT event (Generationext at
the time) was in the newly refurbished MCA (I was interviewed for the committee in the middle of
all the construction and it was my first time to visit the MCA!). The show was Marking Time and as
part of the interview process, we were asked to invent a participatory artwork that could be made
during GENEXT in response to the show. It was amazing to share our ideas post interview with the
selected committee and bring all our ideas to actuality at that first GENEXT.
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What stood out to you from your experiences at GENEXT?
My most memorable moment would probably have to be a GENEXT advertising campaign held at
the Sydney Mardi Gras Fair Day. As a young queer person from the West, it was great to see and
be involved in a program that was so actively inclusive. The MCA and GENEXT became a great
place of stability amongst all the craziness of adolescence.
The opportunity for growth that was provided by the MCA and related GENEXT programs was
huge! From the get go, I saw my involvement with the MCA Youth Committee as a great platform
to develop my understanding of the arts industry outside of being an aspiring artist. It exposed me
to a huge array of affiliated areas of employment and further possibilities within the MCA itself. My
participation radically changed the trajectory of my professional future.
Can you tell us about the role of art in your life?
Art in the early days was an escape from the grind of South-West living. It exposed a brighter, new,
contemporary thought method that excited me a lot! It has since become a platform of inspiration
from which to design the built environment.
GENEXT and the MCA Youth Committee provided me the opportunity to develop a career within
the MCA. After I graduated high school, instead of progressing to tertiary education and studying
Fine Arts, I applied for a trainee position at the MCA, and eventually secured the position after a
miserable interview.
My traineeship exposed a self-taught talent that I had never paid much thought to and had me
assisting in designing interior spaces of the MCA. This inspired a radical shift in career trajectory,
changing from my initial idea of becoming a practicing artist, to architecture. I continued on to
study Interior Design & Interior Architecture while remaining at the MCA in various positions.
I have worked within Curatorial and Exhibition Services assisting with the realisation of exhibitions,
as a Host and Team Leader, as a Guide, and within the Memberships team. The MCA continued
my skill development to include nearly all aspects of the MCA daily running and absorbed me as a
member of the institution’s family.
How would you like to see GENEXT evolve over time?
From my experience as someone from the South-West, the GENEXT program was a great source
of learning whilst enjoying the gallery in a more approachable way. Combining art with music,
activities and socialising encourages participation from a new audience that has previously been
considered the death of active participation in physical arts and culture.
I believe GENEXT needs to pay more attention to the outer regions of Sydney, where institutions
similar to MCA are either inaccessible or overlooked. I believe collaboration and franchising of the
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program with other regional and major institutions is needed to ensure the longevity of a truly
rewarding program.
I cannot thank GENEXT, the Youth Committee program and the MCA enough for everything they
have included me in over the past 7 years. I have grown enormously from everything I have
learned and believe that it is because of my participation in GENEXT that I am where I am now in
career and life.
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Georgia June performing at
GENEXT: Primavera, 24
September 2017. Photo:
Jacquie Manning

Georgia June
Professional practising musician and GENEXT performer 2016-2017
Tell us a bit about yourself!
I do media and communications at Sydney [University] and I have a couple of jobs: at a vintage
store and I’m a buyer for another vintage store. I’m in a band called Georgia June and then I
manage, book and do all that stuff for the band. And I do writing sessions outside of that.
How did you come to be at GENEXT?
I found out about GENEXT in year 8 or year 9, but I didn’t go until I was in year 11. I performed
there as a solo act - that was my first encounter with GENEXT, and it was a whole different musical
project with different music – completely different to Georgia June.
I loved it but I didn’t know what to expect, because I had a bunch of friends who went religiously,
but I had never been to it because it clashed with things – I was not very social. It was the best kind
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of surprise, it was really fun! I was still just starting to play gigs because I was underage, so it was a
good starting point and good to learn about that stuff.
What stood out to you from your experiences at GENEXT?
It was really intimate. I remember I made two people cry. And I remember chatting to the event
organiser at the time, who told me how hard the GENEXT team worked to put it on. I was just
super inspired that there were people my age putting on such a huge event.
Can you tell us about the role of art in your life?
Pretty big. Currently I’m dealing with a lot of audio, but I’d say that I’m still a visual person – I write
visually, I’ve always got mood boards, and I’m always cutting and collaging stuff. Even if I’m writing
with other artists, I’ve always got a visual of where the song should be going. I’d say I go to at least
2-3 local gigs a week and I go to a lot of art and local exhibitions of friends who are showcasing
their work.
How would you like to see GENEXT evolve over time?
I think [GENEXT] is crucial. I can’t imagine it not being there. Especially with so much going on in
Sydney’s nightlife31, I’d say that getting people under the age of 18 to enjoy live music and art
before they’re able to go out is so important. If they’re not exposed to it, they’re not going to feel
the loss as much […] To lose something that caters to underage people would be such a shame, it
would be just such a loss…I don’t know anything like it really.

31

In February 2014 the NSW Government introduced the Sydney lockout laws with the goal of reducing
alcohol-fuelled violence after several fatal late-night assaults. The legislation requires 1.30am lock outs
at venues across the Sydney CBD and while data shows that alcohol-related violence has decreased,
the legislation has had a significant impact on Sydney’s night-time economy, affecting the livelihood of
numerous bars, clubs, pubs and live music venues.
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GENEXT made me realise how
important art is in how we
express common human
experience and bond over our
shared humanity - made me
realise I'm interested in
sociology, something I want to
pursue at uni.
GENEXT attendee (2016-2017)
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6

Learnings for museums

The social and interactive aspects of GENEXT help the MCA to engage new, young audiences but it
is the contemporary art and artistic practice at the heart of the program that offers young people
a safe, non-didactic space where they can reflect on important topics and engage with the social
and cultural issues of today.
GENEXT is successful because the MCA actively supports the agency of the Youth Committee;
recognises their role as experts in programming for their peers; and has a policy of transparency.
However, there is a substantial commitment of time and resources, including a dedicated full-time
position, given to the support of the Youth Committee and their own learning as they program
GENEXT.

The role of contemporary and visual art
The social and interactive aspects of GENEXT help reach new audiences
90% of GENEXT attendees feel it’s important or very important to experience the work of
contemporary artists, and 84% say it’s important that GENEXT is linked with contemporary art. As
one survey respondent stated: ‘The best thing about GENEXT is that it’s a social event involving
contemporary art to spread awareness of the ideas behind it.’
Another explained that because GENEXT is so interactive, ‘even people who don't like art or who
haven't had much experience with contemporary art can be involved.’

Figure 28. How important is it…
To experience the work of
contemporary artists
That GENEXT is linked with
contemporary art
Very unimportant

8%

14%

Unimportant

40%

50%

40%

Neutral

44%

Important

Very important

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=753
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In an age of rising visual intelligence, where an estimated 84% of all internet traffic is video32, and
where 900 million emojis are sent every day without any text33, MCA Director Elizabeth Ann
Macgregor believes that contemporary art is more powerful than ever:
‘The [role of the] collection is powerful, even more so now because their visual literacy is
massive, and because of the way young people consume visual culture.’
Macgregor goes on to say that unlike other art forms, ‘you don’t have to perform. You can just
come in and look at it. No one asks you to perform. It cuts right through – it can be for everyone.'

Events like GENEXT can help young people to reflect on important topics
and engage with social and cultural issues
For Macgregor, art is a starting point for discussion about important issues and can contribute to
‘good citizenship’. She explains, ‘thinking critically and questioning things…’ It enables young
people to talk about such matters as: ‘aesthetic ideas, social ideas, political ideas….’
89% of GENEXT attendees believe that the MCA exposes them to new ways of thinking, compared
to 83% of general MCA visitors (Figure 29).
GENEXT attendees also more strongly feel that the MCA makes them think about social and
cultural issues (87%), compared to general MCA visitors (77%). One GENEXT attendee shared:
‘I definitely wouldn't be anywhere near as socially and culturally literate/aware as I am
now.’
Mark Miller, Circuit Programme National Lead & Convenor: Young People's Programmes at Tate
Britain/Tate Modern in the UK, believes that ‘visual arts, especially abstract, conceptional and
representational… gives that space to really think, navigate and build perceptions in a slightly
different way. The space for thinking in visual arts, bringing in perceptions, interpretation… that is
quite different from written word.’

32
33

Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016–2021
Facebook and Messenger data, April-July 2018
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The Collection is powerful, even
more so now because their
visual literacy is massive, and
because of the way young
people consume visual culture.
Elizabeth Ann Macgregor OBE
Director, Museum of Contemporary Art Australia
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Macgregor adds how GENEXT’s link to contemporary art provides a depth to young people’s
experience by helping them with ‘thinking critically; questioning things. It's not all 'right' and
'wrong’.
Some evaluation participants feel there is an opportunity to even further strengthen the
connection between GENEXT activities, MCA exhibitions and world issues. One GENEXT attendee
shared:
‘[I’d] love to be more educated on exhibitions and be able to engage with exhibitions in a
different way’.
To make these connections more explicit, GENEXT attendees suggested a range of ideas, from
more signage and/or information on the night, to exhibition tours guided by the MCA Youth
Committee, Young Guides or Artist Educators.34
In recent months, this need for more information has led the Youth Committee to create “FUN
FACT” signage for each workshop to help GENEXT attendees understand the connection between
the activity and the exhibition that inspired the program. In 2019 MCA Young Guides have also
started giving spotlight talks and tours of exhibitions for GENEXT visitors.

34

MCA Young Guides are a group of 15 to 21-year-old volunteers who are trained to give public tours

and bring their unique perspectives to the exhibitions and MCA Collection. Artist Educators have a core
responsibility for the development and delivery of creative learning programs for all MCA audiences.
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Makes me think
about social and
cultural issues

Exposes me to new
ways of thinking

Figure 29. To what extent do you agree or disagree that the MCA…

GENEXT

non-GENEXT

GENEXT

9%

45%

15%

49%

10%

non-GENEXT

44%

34%

43%

18%

44%

38%

39%

Don't know/Not applicable

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018

The role of the MCA Youth Committee, Young Creatives
Coordinator and Artist Educators
MCA support for young people to lead the program is key to its success
When asked how important is it that GENEXT is made by young people for young people 93% said
it is important or very important (Figure 30).
Many attendees say the best thing about GENEXT is ‘the vibe’ because ‘it's run by young people, so
you don't feel like you're being babysat’. Another shared:
‘[It’s] the atmosphere - you can tell that it's made by young people, for young people, and
you're just soaking in this wonderful environment that you guys have managed to create. I
feel so free and happy whenever I attend!’
MCA Youth Creatives Coordinator Jo Higgins adds that GENEXT naturally evolves each time a new
Committee is formed, with new members bringing different skills, fresh agendas and their own
unique experiences to the program: ‘the fact that there is a new Committee every year ensures
that GENEXT doesn’t ever become inward looking. This constant renewal ensures new
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perspectives, new energy and new ideas and that helps to keep GENEXT relevant and reflective of
the experiences of young people today.’
While only 60% of respondents indicated that they know the MCA Youth Committee exists, it is
immediately apparent to attendees that GENEXT is not created by adults: ‘[GENEXT] is
synonymous with hip youth, new ideas, cool art and fun activities.’ Nonetheless, the Young
Creatives Coordinator is currently working with the Youth Committee to strengthen awareness so
that more attendees are privy to the incredible work that the MCA Youth Committee do behind
the scenes.

Figure 30. How important is it that GENEXT is...

Made by young people for
young people

Parent and teacher free

Very unimportant

6%

28%

11%

Unimportant

65%

31%

Neutral

53%

Important

Very important

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018

84% felt that it is important / very important that GENEXT is parent- and teacher-free as it provides
them from a break from school or home pressures: ‘[GENEXT] gives a distraction to problems such
as…parental/family problems and school related stress.’

There is significant work involved in shepherding the process
Planning for GENEXT starts anywhere between eight and four weeks before the event. The dates
for GENEXT are decided through a mix of factors that include exhibition schedules, wider MCA
programming clashes and school holidays.
The creative process always starts with an exhibition as the central focus. The Youth Committee
attend the staff-only curatorial walkthroughs and oftentimes hear directly from the artist, which
significantly helps their process of interpretation. One Youth Committee member shared the
satisfaction experienced when ‘interacting deeply with each exhibition and forming activities
inspired by the art and artists is a way in which I have personally never consumed art before.’
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From there it’s a series of meetings, brainstorming sessions and articulating the kinds of
conversations the Committee want to shape the night around as well as the sorts of experiences
they want attendees to have.
While each GENEXT is different, the Young Creatives Coordinator believes there is now a basic set
of experiential templates that help to focus programming and frame each activity. These
templates might include creating something wearable or meeting someone new. It could be a ‘chill
out’ space or an activity designed to get participants out of their comfort zone. Or it could just be
the chance to sit and make something.

Following the passions and interests of the Committee can help to create
successful engagements
Even with proven models of engagement, there are things that do and don’t work well. The things
that do work well include:
} Having a clear framework and/or connection to an artwork/idea
} Offering different levels of involvement: from writing on a post-it note to sitting and stitching
} Having an element of risk: talking to a stranger, a set of rules or guidelines that will shape the
outcome of your creative process
} Ensuring inclusivity: anyone can participate regardless of skills or access requirements
} Exploring the ideas that the Youth Committee is enthusiastic about. It doesn’t matter if the
Young Creatives Coordinator or Artist Educators are dubious, if the Committee thinks that a
game of improvised theatre sports, based on anonymous confessions of misbehaviour will
work, then it will be successful
} Building in a take-home memorabilia component – badge-making, junk jewellery, tote bags,
photo booths etc.

Long or unclear activities can be challenging
Things that have not worked so well include:
} Activities that lack direction; people are unsure how to engage and so tend to hover briefly at
the edges
} Public feedback walls. Despite clear provocations or prompts, these activities frequently
become places where people leave anonymous comments that troll or flag risky behaviour
and/or include social media handles for friendship hook ups or follows. Anonymous feedback
boxes where young people can drop comments/responses that aren’t publicly viewable
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minimise trolling and encourage a more thoughtful engagement with the concept, while still
allowing attendees to share and get things off their chest
} Anything that takes more than 20 minutes. This is unique to the GENEXT experience. Given the
three-hour nature of the event, people are keen to experience as much of the event as possible
and so activities, talks or performances that run for more than 20 minutes risk low or
inconsistent participation /attendance
} Anything that hasn’t been fully resolved and/or that the Youth Committee are not invested in. Jo
Higgins, Young Creatives Coordinator said, ‘If they’re not excited about it, you can almost
guarantee that no one else will be either’.

The MCA Young Creatives Coordinator and Artist Educators provide
critical support to the Youth Committee
This evaluation heard from 45 past and present MCA Youth Committee members through the
online survey, two past Committee members in an in-depth interview, and 12 past and present
Committee members (2018 and 2017) via a short questionnaire.
The Youth Committee believes that the Young Creatives Coordinator and Artist Educators provide
support for them to lead, as one attendee shared: ‘they assist us in our planning and bringing our
ideas to life, which is the overall support we need to deliver GENEXT’.
The Youth Committee acknowledges the invaluable role of the Young Creatives Coordinator and
Artist Educators ‘in every stage of the GENEXT programming’, in the ‘logistics of GENEXT,
organising purchases, safety, precise details, etc. which are vital for the occurrence and fine tuning
of GENEXT’.
Youth Committee members feel very supported, with one member explaining: ‘I feel well
supported in any challenges in the creative process of putting the event together, as well as
supported on the night if we face any challenges’. For example, several members mentioned the
importance of the guidance and support they received during the planning of a GENEXT event
inspired by the work and exhibition of Aboriginal artist John Mawurndjul, especially regarding
cultural sensitivity:
‘We were supported by [the Artist Educators] who lead us in understanding the MCA's
cultural learning framework and assisted in our discussions and refining ideas. As a result,
the GENEXT program was successful, enjoyable and respectful. From that experience I
learnt more about Aboriginal art as well as the way it should be approached.’
The MCA enables members to harness their creativity and to see their ideas come to life at
GENEXT, which, as one person stated, is often ‘the most fulfilling part of the experience.’
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For some, the best thing about the Youth Committee is the exposure to contemporary art ‘in a fun
and engaging way.’ As one past member said: ‘even though I was surrounded by arts [before], it
was an appreciation of modern art, the collections, exhibitions. [The] influence of being [at the
MCA].’
One past Youth Committee member shared their view that ‘art is the least important part of the
experience… the way you’re thinking, being, the arts holistically has a better framework of being
accepting of everybody, being comfortable in your own skin.’

Communication and transparency are important for all roles involved
Overall, Youth Committee members agree that the Young Creatives Coordinator and Artist
Educators are playing a vital role in supporting GENEXT and the Youth Committee.
The current MCA Young Creatives Coordinator, Jo Higgins, emphasised the importance of giving a
voice to the Youth Committee, especially when it comes to formulating each GENEXT, saying:
‘The point of departure for each program will always be exhibitions – the ideas of the artist
and the art itself. But from that initial point of engagement, it is then up to the Youth
Committee to direct how each program will respond to these concepts and experiences.
It’s our job to actively listen to the Committee, to support them to articulate their ideas and
to problem-solve any challenges that come up through that process. Ultimately it’s our job
to trust the Youth Committee to be able to create those connections for their peers and to
let them take it wherever it needs to go.’
All involved emphasise the importance of communication and shared examples of times where it
has worked especially well, and times when it could have been better.
One Youth Committee member mentioned one occasion where they wanted even more insight
from an Artist Educator into a workshop, saying:
‘the dialogue… isn’t as strong as it could be… the intention of the workshop that might be in
the process of being facilitated… I think communication could be improved.’
Another felt Youth Committee members could be even better informed about ‘the behind the
scenes process of GENEXT’ and they sometimes perceived that ‘a lot is developed without the
committee members knowing.’
It is a challenge that is shared with other institutions. For instance, Mark Miller, Circuit Programme
National Lead & Convenor: Young People's Programmes at Tate Britain/Tate Modern in the UK
shared their learnings about the importance of transparency and open communication when
working with a group of young people:
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'One challenge is navigating the voice of young people in the organisation, from both sides.
It's about young people speaking up, and the organisation respecting their voice.
In an organisational context, you can’t just do anything… Transparency is important in
helping young people understand organisational responsibility, so they don’t feel shut
down.’
MCA Young Creatives Coordinator agrees, stating that:
‘We have a policy of transparency around funding, bureaucracy, programming issues and
especially any behavioural concerns we might have regarding participants (particularly in
regards to mental health-related issues). It’s important that the Youth Committee are able
to bring their ideas and expertise to these conversations but also that they understand
how and where they ‘fit’ within the wider ecology of the Museum. It’s also my experience
that in order for the Committee to make the right kinds of decisions for themselves and
their audience, they need to trust the Museum and that means understanding why
something might be a problem and why or how decisions affecting them are made.’

Programs for teens can connect with programs for other age groups
Survey respondents feel there is opportunity to reach more young people through events for
young people aged 18 to 25, as well as complementing GENEXT programming throughout the year
(in between GENEXT events).
Two thirds (65%) see events for 18 to 25 year old’s as the most exciting opportunity for GENEXT to
reach more young people. For those already engaged with GENEXT, online engagement is less
important. One person shared: ‘I’m nearly 19 and I used to love GENEXT in high school. It would be
great if an event like GENEXT (but slightly changed) was extended to an older audience’.
Although those 18 and over are adults and able to attend other 18+ MCA events such as ARTBAR,
some felt there was a need to ‘separate youth from adults I suppose’. Another shared:
‘I think the MCA is a fantastic way of connecting young people with art and GENEXT was a
collection of wonderful experiences for me growing up. I would love it if there was a young
adults 18-25 year old event.’
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Figure 31. Which of the following do you see as the most exciting opportunities for
GENEXT to reach more young people? Please select your top three.

65%

56%

Events for young Pop up GENEXT
people aged 18
activities
to 25
throughout the
year

51%

40%

36%

Collaborations
Partnerships
More locations
with other arts with other youth across Sydney
organisations
organisations

18%

3%

Online
engagement

Other

Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=612

These findings suggest that dedicated youth programs provide a significant first step in building a
connection between Museums and a youth audience that needs to be nurtured once they
‘graduate’.

GENEXT attendees are set to become Sydney’s arts supporters and
donors of the future
Beyond being more likely to visit the MCA in the future, GENEXT attendees are also more likely /
much more likely to support the arts, now or in the future, compared to general MCA visitors – all
because of their experiences with the MCA.
84% of GENEXT attendees are more likely to attend visual arts exhibitions outside the MCA,
compared to 77% of general MCA visitors (Figure 32). GENEXT attendees are also more likely to
buy a work of art (54% versus 41%).
GENEXT attendees are also substantially more likely to donate to an arts organisation (48% versus
30%) as a result of their experience.
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Donate to an arts
organisation

Buy a work of art

Attend visual arts
exhibitions outside
the MCA

Figure 32. As a result of your experiences with the MCA are you more or less likely to…
GENEXT
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9%
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Source: GENEXT program evaluation survey, 2018 n=807

With organisations across the sector looking to grow their philanthropic funding, these findings
suggest that youth-led programs may be particularly important in future.
As a result, enabling access to such programs must be a priority for the Australian art sector.
There is a role for the MCA to play in sharing its learnings with the visual arts museum sector more
widely, and in particular the key success factors driving positive impacts:
} Providing a free, safe, alcohol-free space for the 12-18 year age group
} Supporting young people to lead the design and delivery of the program
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} Resourcing a Coordinator to support, guide and mentor the young leaders, and Artist Educators
to support activities
} Enabling open access to exhibitions, and engagement activities to extend the ideas of
professional artists
} Prioritising diversity in the recruitment of the Youth Committee, and adopting a broad
definition of diversity.
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7

Case study: GENEXT John
Mawurndjul

About the exhibition
In July 2018 the Youth Committee delivered their first-ever Indigenous focused GENEXT, with a
program inspired by the MCA’s major exhibition survey of master bark painter John Mawurndjul
AM entitled I am the old and the new35. This landmark exhibition included over 160 works, spanning
40 years of the artist’s practice. Mawurndjul is celebrated for his mastery of rarrk (cross-hatching)
and his depiction of djang (loosely translated as sacred sites), a tradition shared by generations of
Kuninjku artists. His bark paintings and sculptures tell the stories of Kuninjku culture and the
significant locations surrounding Mawurndjul’s home in central north Arnhem Land.

Approach to programming
In approaching the idea of a Mawurndjul-inspired GENEXT, there were a number of issues that
were raised around how to support the Committee through the process of developing a program
that was culturally appropriate and sensitive as well as engaging and accessible for a GENEXT
audience; and about how to ensure the Committee’s only First People’s member was properly
supported.
Consultations started as early as February, with a presentation from the Young Creatives
Coordinator to the MCA’s Indigenous Advisory Group as well as meetings with key MCA Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) staff including the Curator of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Art Collections and Exhibitions, Clothilde Bullen, Curator of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Public Programs Keith Munro and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Learning Coordinator
Emily McDaniel.
A mentorship program of workshops and engagement strategies for the Youth Committee was
developed and led by Emily McDaniel with support from Young Creatives Coordinator Jo Higgins.
Over six weeks, through a series of gallery-based creative strategies using ATSI works in the MCA
Collection, the Committee were:

35

Past GENEXTs have focused on group exhibitions that have included work by Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander artists but GENEXT: John Mawurndjul was the first to focus solely on the work of one
Indigenous artist.
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-

Introduced to the MCA’s approach to ATSI programming and exhibitions

-

Taught about the role and importance of Acknowledgement of Country

-

Introduced to the Museum’s Cultural Learning Framework, in particular the MCA’s
commitment to the idea of culturally safe spaces; prioritising the voice and own words of
the artist; and presenting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures as continuous living
cultures

The Committee also met with the exhibition curators and learned first-hand about Mawurndjul’s
work, cultural practice and the importance of his connection to place.
This substantial mentorship program all took place before planning for GENEXT even began, not
only to ensure the approach to programming was culturally appropriate, but also as a means of
managing the Youth Committee’s identified anxiety about ‘getting it right.’

Workshops and activities
The program for GENEXT focused on four themes inspired by the exhibition: the idea of traditions,
connections to place, language and ‘the old and the new.’ Workshops included:
} Djang – translate the untranslatable, which invited strangers to have a series of conversations
inspired by words for which there are no English translations – example: litost, schadenfreunde,
forelsket etc.
} Traditions pictionary – participants were invited to share their personal rituals and family
traditions in a game of pictionary
} My favourite place – attendees could share their ‘go-to’ places around Sydney on a collective map
} The old and the new – a hands-on making workshop inviting participants to create something
new out of something old

Reflections from the Youth Committee
Following the event, an evaluation and debrief was held with the Youth Committee where they
reflected on feedback from participants on the night but also undertook their own critical
evaluation of the experience. They were asked to brainstorm and share responses to reflective
questions, one focusing on the event itself, the other on the learning process. Some of their
responses are shown below.
What (if anything!) did you find challenging about thinking about ATSI art and artists in the context of
GENEXT?
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“It can be a challenge to brainstorm workshops in the context of GENEXT for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander art, but as long as the workshop is respectful and considers concepts
that attendees can relate to (identity, culture, tradition) it can be done really well!”
“Potentially creating a workshop that appropriated the culture of an artist.”
What was something that you learned about Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art and artists that
you didn’t know before?
“How inextricably linked place, identity and self-representation, issues of representation and
perspectives are, and how this is often relevant to materials and techniques.”
“I learnt a lot about the spiritual and physical connection that Indigenous people have to the
land, that I didn’t have in-depth prior to John’s exhibition.”
What is one lesson/experience to take forward from working with the MCA’s Cultural Learning
Framework?
“Being able to use the framework for all artists whether Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander or
diverse. This normalises the framework and increases respect and safe spaces when
talking/responding to art.”
“How when focusing on Indigenous artwork [the artist’s] voice should always come first.”
Is there anything you would like to learn more about with the Cultural Learning Framework?
“Where is a good ‘in-between’? Where, whilst trying to express our understanding of culture,
are we not offending? How do we know the limits?”
“How can we create and expand connections between First Nations and new cultures?”

Reflection
At the end of year evaluation, a number of Youth Committee members identified programming
GENEXT: John Mawurndjul and learning about the MCA’s Cultural Learning Framework as one of
the things they were most proud of, which speaks to the value of the time spent learning and
engaging with key cultural concepts and ways of working before programming began.
Looking forward, staff and Committee members identified the opportunity to integrate core
principles of the Cultural Learning Framework into all future approaches to programming,
particularly in regards to letting artists speak to their own experiences and finding ways to connect
audiences to artists through their own empathetic experiences and not through assumption or
appropriation.
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Participants engaging in a
committee-led activity
‘Compliment Exchange’ at
GENEXT Pipilotti Rist, 2017

Top: Youth Committee
members reflect on their
experience designing
activities for GENEXT: John
Mawurndjul, July 2018.
Left: Youth Committee
members
working with MCA
Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander Learning
Coordinator as they plan
for GENEXT: John
Mawurndjul, May 2018.
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Expert interviews

Jo Higgins
Young Creatives Coordinator
The Young Creatives Coordinator is the Youth Committee’s primary point of contact within the
Museum. Recognising the need for this dedicated role, funding for a part-time position was
included in the initial funding proposal for Generationext in 2005, having been managed
previously by casual artist educators and members of the public programs team. Now a full-time
position, the role covers all informal learning and engagement programs for young people,
including GENEXT and the MCA Young Guides. Jo Higgins took over the MCA’s Young Creative
Coordinator role in early 2017.
Tell us about your role
There are a number of responsibilities in this role that exist on both a logistical and
intellectual/emotional level. The logistics are easy enough – overseeing recruitment each year,
organising meetings, managing staffing, completing risk assessments, managing budgets and
reporting requirements. But then there’s also advocacy: identifying opportunities for the Youth
Committee and GENEXT to collaborate with peers and other cultural organisations across Sydney;
to participate in Museum-wide public programs like Conversation Starters; and to share our
expertise with the sector, for example, meeting with Create NSW as they prepare their youth arts
strategy.
The biggest responsibility – or privilege actually – is in maintaining and strengthening the
Committee’s connection to, and agency within, the Museum. This involves managing their pastoral
care; nurturing their confidence and ideas; and advocating for the rights of young people to take
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up space and have a voice within the MCA, a voice that is not just listened to but invited in,
respected and acted upon. And when it comes back to the logistics, the greatest responsibility to
the Youth Committee is ensuring they have genuine agency in their decision-making, while
steering (but not driving!) them towards tangible, time-sensitive outcomes, aka a GENEXT for 650
of their fellow teenagers four times a year.
What challenges have you tackled in your role?
I’m sure that every Young Creatives Coordinator has had their own unique set of challenges but
they are essentially twofold – in terms of working with the Youth Committee and then when it
comes to engaging other stakeholders, including the Museum and funders.
Some of the challenges relate to transparency – and ensuring that the Youth Committee
understand why, what, how and who is behind decision-making. We aim for the Youth Committee
to have genuine agency in their decision-making while supporting them towards tangible, timesensitive outcomes (see also: responsibilities!)
Oh – and the occasionally all-hours communication! There’s not really such a thing as office hours
when communicating with young people.
What advice do you have for other museums?
In putting the Committee together, we’ve learnt that it’s important to ensure the right balance of
experiences, anxieties, ambitions and personalities so that no-one gets left behind and everyone
has an opportunity to grow.
It can also be challenging engaging other teams within the Museum with the Youth Committee in
ways that are authentic and meaningful. I’ve found that a visit to GENEXT or talking to a
Committee member in a youth-led workshop during Conversation Starters, or inviting them to join
a meeting, is usually a good place to start. But also sharing outcomes – showing a curator how the
Committee has responded to their exhibitions, for example.
What are you most proud of?
There have been so many achievements within this role, most of them due to the hard work and
dedication of past Young Creatives Coordinators, in particular Belinda Sculley and Nicole Austin.
What immediately comes to mind is growing GENEXT’s Western Sydney and harder-to-reach
audiences over the last six years, including the formalising of our Western Sydney off-site program
GENEXT Goes West.
We’ve also increased the Youth Committee’s visibility in the Museum by embedding them in
general audience public programs such as Conversation Starters.
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I’m also proud of the publication of this research report! It can be hard to find ways to talk about
what we accomplish that isn’t measured in ticket sales or numbers through the door.
The findings in this report confirm what has been felt and understood anecdotally for a number of
years, so to have those feelings proven (with statistical significance no less) really affirms GENEXT
and the MCA’s position as a thought leader in youth-led programming in Australia and the
importance of providing creative space for young people.
What are you working on next?
Ensuring that after 13 years the program remains relevant, engaging and able to evolve, taking
funders and the MCA on that youth-driven journey.
This report really emboldens the next stage for MCA and GENEXT, which is about taking an active
thought leadership role in the sector. In 2019 I am undertaking a Churchill Fellowship,
investigating international models of informal and youth-led learning in arts organisations. I’m
hoping that my findings will help with capacity building across the sector here in Australia,
enabling connections with other youth arts programmers to advocate for the role of young people
in their organisations.
I’m also excited about future partnerships – continuing to grow GENEXT Goes West and thinking
about ways we can collaborate with other youth organisations with similar audiences and values.
And in amongst all that, working with the Youth Committee and MCA team to consider the
continuing evolution of GENEXT and what that might look like – what could it involve? How can we
grow the “brand” of GENEXT into a multi-layered offer by and for young people?
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Participants engaging in a
committee-led activity
‘Compliment Exchange’ at
GENEXT Pipilotti Rist, 2017

Top & middle: Youth
Committee members
during Orientation, 18
February 2018.
Photo: Yael Stempler
Left: Youth Committee
talking to members of
the public as part of their
workshop during MCA
Conversation Starters,
1 June 2018.
Photo: Jacquie Manning
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Associate Professor Elizabeth Scott
Associate Professor Elizabeth Scott is the Director of Uspace at St Vincent’s Private Hospital,
Sydney, which provides inpatient services for young people with emerging psychiatric disorders.
She has expertise in youth mood disorders, service developments for youth mental health, as well
as sleep and circadian dysfunction. Associate Professor Scott is research affiliate at the Brain and
Mind Centre, University of Sydney and the School of Medicine, University of Notre Dame.
Young peoples’ mental health and wellbeing has become one of the most important issues
of our time. What’s behind that?
If you ask people around the country what are the three things they really care about, they will
say, the economy, climate change and mental health.
Due to advances in technology and brain imaging, we now know that brain changes that occur in
adolescence can pre-dispose people to develop mental health illnesses, and so if we’re going to
intervene, we need to do so early.
Is the situation getting better or worse?
There's a bit of a debate about that. What we do know is that self-harm has increased. The rates of
young people engaged in deliberate self-harm has doubled and presentations to emergency
departments for young people with self-harm has increased over a relatively short space of time.
So there are certain markers of distress that have increased significantly in the community.
Community awareness has improved, young people are much more mental health literate than
they used to be, and they're much better at accessing health. However, we have not really got any
better at providing health services in the time and the way that young people need. We don’t have
anything like the service infrastructure that we require.
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So what is needed to help improve services for young people?
If you think about it in marketing terms, you've got to have something that is attractive to young
people. It's got to be in a place that is appropriate for a young person and it's got to have things
that are really relevant to young people. You've got to deal with drug and alcohol issues, you've
got to deal with social media and internet based issues.
You've got to have health systems that look really different to our traditional hospital based or
community based care systems. It’s got to interface with school and community, with employment,
with universities, with families and peer groups.
What kind of interventions are effective in preventing poor mental health?
From a primary prevention point of view, having programs that run in schools around identifying
vulnerable young people and providing appropriate mentoring.
There are lots of ways in which we could engage young people in activities and skills-based
learning that would improve potentially their brain capacity, help them with their social skills and
make them feel more connected.
There are great opportunities for arts projects. We know that learning a language, being engaged
in creative arts or doing drama not only improves your self-esteem and social skills and helps selfconfidence, but it’s good for brain plasticity.
How do you know that creative arts programs have this effect?
There are ways of testing that now because we can do neuro psychometric testing more
efficiently. You can actually see, developmentally, what the impact of a music training program (or
a visual arts creative program or drama program or a dance program) might be on a population
level and whether learning outcomes improve.
Learning outcomes also reflect cognitive flexibility; including their ability to solve problems, their
self-esteem and coping skills.
It’s important because if we can establish a primary prevention initiative that would stop young
people developing more severe or significant mental health disorders, or we delay the onset,
people have better skills to be able to manage those symptoms when they arrive, and a better
ability to seek help, then we can reduce the risk of self-harm.
And what about secondary prevention?
You could use arts interventions in situations of acute onset to actually help to provoke long-term
recovery and social participation.
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There’s potential to use arts as a means of recovery, but also to help people communicate their
illness in a way that helps support others, like using writing or creative representations of your
own situation to then be able to help others.
Do the same experiences work for everyone?
There's evidence that creating and experiencing are different processes, and that cognitively,
there's probably more benefit from being involved in the process of creating, as opposed to
experiencing a work of visual art.
There's probably a lot of individual variation in terms of who would do better at sport, maybe
some people will be better with drama. There'll be some people would do better with a more
visual arts kind of environment, and we need to be able to understand a bit better who is going to
benefit from different forms of art.
We need to make sure that young people can have enough experience of all forms within our
culture, so that people can actually make choices and have the opportunity to benefit from the
cognitive capacity of being exposed to art.
What can you tell us about the differences between visual arts, theatre or reading?
There's certainly a lot of evidence about music in terms of language acquisition for instance. For
kids from non-English speaking backgrounds who are really struggling with language, then
learning a musical instrument is likely to be helpful.
If there are kids who are really anxious or shy, then something around dramatic arts, drama, or
dance can be really helpful in terms of anxiety and managing your anxiety.
There are kids who are very kind of rule bound or perfectionist, or who are kind of anxious in
other ways, then the creative arts can be powerful.
What is unique about visual arts?
The visual art process, you could argue, is one that involves a whole lot of ways of seeing and
looking, and which is challenging at a number of different levels: visually, cognitively, emotionally,
but also socially. A lot of that internal thinking process that comes out of it is giving kids the
opportunity to be imaginative and creative. Being very spontaneous or very creative requires you
have to inhibit a whole lot of rules in your head: that colour goes with that, etc.
Teaching young people how to do that may well have a whole lot of other benefits in terms of
allowing them more flexible ways of seeing themselves and the world.
How does cognitive flexibility relate to someone's overall health and wellbeing?
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In our society there are a whole lot of rules that we have: ‘I must’, ‘I should’, ‘I have to’, or, ‘If don't
get a 100% in my exam, I'm a complete failure’. Potentially there are ways of improving people's
cognitive flexibility by actually getting them to look and see and feel and respond to things
differently.
Generally the more cognitively flexible they are, the more they're adapting to situations like stress
or difficulty. So if you're very rigid, and you get put in a situation of stress like you get into a
situation where you actually don't do well or somebody tells you you're bad at something, you
don't have cognitive strategies to deal with that.
So we don't teach kids to be flexible. We are a rule-based society and that takes a whole lot of
creativity and spontaneity of our education system. And it'd be good to put some of that back.
Why is that important?
There's a study that's recently come out, showing that to do well at university, you do much better
if you've learnt a language at school.
In terms of cognitive flexibility, speaking another language means you're having to think about it in
a different way.
I think that's what creative arts does as well. It's a different language. It's about emotional
expression, it's about the way of seeing things, it's about looking at something from many
different angles, different perspectives.
Where do you see opportunities for arts organisations to help?
How do we support young people to have better mental health, literacy, connectedness and skills
around resilience building? Almost like how dementia patients get a pack to take home, young
people should have a pack, - an arts pack that’s about, "What do I do if I get really distressed, what
can I draw, what can I carve, what colours are going make me feel better, what visual
representations will make me realise that I'm not on my own?"
There are lots of things that we can do around visual arts that would actually help support people
rather than saying just, here's another ‘kids helpline’ to ring if you're in trouble.
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Top: Band performs on the MCA Sculpture
Terrace at GENEXT: Primavera, 4 December 2016.
Photo: Maja Baska
Bottom: Band performs in the gallery at GENEXT:
Kader Attia, 23 April 2018. Photo: Maja Baska
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Elizabeth Hill
Create NSW
Elizabeth Hill is the Senior Policy Lead at Create NSW, in the strategy and advocacy team.
Tell us about your experience working with young people in the arts!
I was part of the establishment of Shopfront Youth Theatre (or Shopfront Theatre for Young
People, as it was called back in the 70s), which had young people at the centre of decision making.
I also worked as principal policy officer for the New South Wales Commission for Children and
Young People.
My current position is Senior Policy Lead at Create NSW, in the strategy and advocacy team. My
work over the last 18 months has been to hold a series of consultations with young people, with a
view to developing a youth arts strategy.
Can you tell us more about the consultation process and what you’re discovering?
We chose to partner with organisations that currently have good participatory programs, such as
GENEXT. We partnered with Youth Action, the NSW peak organization for young people. We also
did a survey of around 200 young people about their aspirations and interests. We also partnered
with the NSW Advocate for Children and Young People, and we met with the NSW Youth Advisory
Council, which is a group of young people who advise the government about youth issues.
Young people form such a huge part of the population of NSW and are considerably diverse and
have lots of different artistic interests and ambitions. In our small survey, young people explained
that they make art online – whether that’s through video content, sharing photos, short films or
using Instagram, amongst other examples.
In government we are interested in creative learning as an essential skill for the future workforce,
in terms of 21st century skills. Those skills that can be learnt in an arts and cultural program
context, such as creativity, critical thinking and collaboration, are the skills we want our children
and young people to develop.
Even if they don't want to work in the arts or cultural sector, the ability to tell a story, to have that
visual literacy, is important - and that’s a skill that's developed here.
What do you think is interesting or unique about GENEXT?
The fact that young people curate the activities, run the engagements and deliver social media.
They invite their friends, they choose the music and the food. They have an ambassadorial
function, which means that they make it welcoming to other young people.
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If young people coming to GENEXT are creating in relation to the current exhibitions, or if they've
been inspired by what they've seen at the MCA to go and create something new, that's wonderful.
And it's wonderful for their own self development and for their friends and their future audiences,
or their future as young people who might have creative ambitions.
Some of the other cultural institutions in New South Wales are running programs for young
people, but they tend to be more education-based rather than participation-based and outside of
school.
It's a different approach to be thinking about young people as important people within the
community, who are open to doing activities outside of school.
I know that other art galleries are now looking at the model as a way of engaging young people.
Why do you think peer-led learning is important?
Because adults are usually the experts and the gatekeepers and the guardians of culture. Peer-led
learning is about equipping or recognising young peoples' interests and abilities to engage their
peers. As an audience development technique, it seems pioneering and revolutionary, but it
shouldn't be.
As adults we always think we know best about how to engage new audiences, including young
people, and we don't always ask the people themselves, who we're trying to engage.
What do you think could be improved about GENEXT?
Some young people described how their families wouldn’t want them to be artists, because they're
fearful of economic disadvantage. Young men also worry about what their friends and family will
think. They are fearful that if they become artists, they'll be poor, but if they become doctors, or
lawyers or business graduates, they'll be seen as rich and successful. Only some young people can
withstand that pressure, if they have cultural and artistic ambitions.
The young people we spoke to, who were engaged at GENEXT, were able to observe all sorts of
jobs that are done in the gallery. Not just the Young Creatives Coordinator, but the artist educators
and the digital technology guys, and all sorts of jobs that are available in the arts and cultural
sector, that they might not have known about if they hadn't come along to GENEXT or been part of
the committee.
What do you think is behind the success of the program?
I think that young people don't always have lots of mentors in their life who can help them
develop their identities. Especially young people who may feel on the margins of school due to
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gender identity or mental illness, or homelessness, or all sorts of other risk factors.
Intergenerational trauma, domestic violence, all those sorts of things.
That's a sad and scary thing for young people who don't have families that might embrace their
difference. A space like GENEXT can create a safe space for young people to explore their
identities. Those spaces for young people are rare.
GENEXT also has the advantage of being here, and having access to this amazing building, close to
transport. Many of the young people we spoke to in Western Sydney said that they couldn't attend
cultural events and programs, often because of transport issues. Being an amazing transport hub,
it means that it's safe for young people to attend things without their parents, or after school.
It would be even more wonderful if GENEXT had a bus that could go out to regional kids, or had
satellite locations with regional galleries.
All of that relies on money and GENEXT's funding by the Balnaves Foundation, has enabled a
whole lot of fabulous work to occur.
Why is this work important?
Lots of community organisations and government organisations that might have delivered
programs for young people in the past are no longer doing so due to the risks involved. Things like
the blue light disco or drop-in youth programs at a community centre aren’t as widely available
anymore.
It’s necessary to keep an eye on the safety of the event, including social media safety issues, which
have become more apparent these days. All of that complexity is a risk, but shouldn't mean that
it's impossible. The MCA’s GENEXT program demonstrates that you can navigate through the
complexity and deliver fabulous events for 800 people.
Cuts to the Australia Council's budget and to the Youth Arts Program budget has meant that many
youth arts organisations are not funded anymore. Artists and arts organisations, especially in the
youth arts sector have had to be really nimble to obtain funding and to justify arts programs for
reasons beyond ‘art for arts sake’. For example, engaging young people who might be seen as at
risk of criminality, or who may have been isolated due to mental illness.
I think we could better articulate those youth development aims and build understanding about
what we all want for young people, and what services are required to develop young people as
citizens. Not just as economic actors, but as well-rounded members of community.
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What do you think the GENEXT experience offers other institutions?
What the Young Creatives Coordinator is able to do in terms of mentoring of the youth committee
represents quite a rare skillset.
I would love GENEXT to host a conference to demonstrate peer-led learning, and to promote what
can be done to engage youth audiences across cultural institutions, state significant organisations
and youth arts organisations.
It's not just about mental illness. It's not just about education. It's about identity, and a whole
bunch of other stuff that we want young people to develop.
If young people who have creative ambitions are engaged here, at an early age, they may develop
a loyalty and an interest in contemporary art, and to this museum. It’s a great investment in future
audiences for the MCA, and also in future art makers, and creative professionals. It also means
that the MCA has access to what young people are thinking about.
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We were supported by [the
Artist Educators] who lead us in
understanding the MCA's
cultural learning framework and
assisted in our discussions and
refining ideas.
As a result, the GENEXT program
was successful, enjoyable and
respectful.
MCA Youth Committee member, 2018
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Conclusion

It has never been more important to recognise the voices of young people with UNICEF’s 2018
Children’s Report36 calling for young people to have input into decisions affecting their future. The
study from the Australian Child Rights Taskforce, an organisation made up of more than 100
groups including UNICEF Australia and the National Children's and Youth Law Centre, emphasised
the fact that 1 in 6 Australian children still live in poverty despite two decades of economic growth.
It also argued that there are limited opportunities for children to be heard and for their views to
be considered in decision making processes. During the national consultation, children and young
people often reported feeling ‘invisible’ to adults within government, community and family.
As expert Dr Elizabeth Scott has said, young people are concerned about three things: the
economy, climate change and mental health. They are aware and articulate; trying to effect
change themselves on a global scale as many join 16-year old Greta Thunberg37 in environmental
activism - a model of determination, inspiration and positive action.
GENEXT acts to validate, support and extend young people’s ideas and creativity. It does so within
the framework of contemporary art and within the Museum context. This is a challenge for many
cultural organisations – on how much to enable, to let go and trust the voice of young people. As
Mark Miller (Tate) explains,
‘the challenge is navigating their voices in organisations… from both sides… we need
young people speaking up, and organisations respecting their voice and their skills… we
[also] need facilitators and staff working with vulnerable young people.’
GENEXT has worked hard over the years to explore these boundaries and the findings attest to its
success. The amount of young people that attend any GENEXT event is extraordinary – for 600+
young people to queue in the rain on a Sunday evening, many of them travelling for at least 90
mins to take part. Over 13 years, GENEXT has impacted over 29,000 young people.

36

UNICEF. 2018. The Children’s Report: Australia’s NGO coalition report to the United Nations
Committee on the Rights of the Child.
37
Greta Thunburg (b.2003) is a Swedish political activist who started the first School Strike for Climate
in August 2018. In 2019 she was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for her work.
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Young people are the future and the skills they will need to cope in an increasingly unsafe world is
to be able to adapt to constant change; to be agile; confident; with the ability to think creatively
and across subjects; to explore new ideas and above all to have empathy for difference.
This report reveals the impact that youth-led contemporary visual art experiences have on all
these attributes. We all want this for our youth. Supporting such work within the art sector in
Australia and beyond is crucial to enable programs like GENEXT to continue to grow and give
young people what they need in order to be the best humans they can be.
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Top: Attendees participate in ‘Coffee
Painting’ at GENEXT: New Romance, 10
July 2016. Photo: Tim da-Rin
Bottom: Attendees at GENEXT:
Primavera, 10 November 2013.
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Appendix B: Information about the Youth Committee
For as long as there’s been GENEXT, there’s been an MCA Youth Committee. When ‘Generationext’,
as it was then known, was first pitched to The Balnaves Foundation in 2005, a committee of young
people who would “work with the MCA to develop events that are exciting and relevant for young
people” was part of the proposal. It has always been a program by young people, for young people
and the central role and responsibility of the Committee continues to define its success as an
authentic, safe space to explore ideas, find community, take risks and engage with contemporary
art practice.
There have now been over 120 Youth Committee members since 2005. In its earliest iteration,
members were recruited through word of mouth – someone’s son, the friend of a daughter, past
work experience students or learning program participants – but the process now involves a
written application and interview with the MCA’s Young Creatives Coordinator and an Artist
Educator. For many Committee members, this is their first experience of an interview and while
many find it nerve-wracking (despite our best efforts at informality!) it’s become an important part
of the process, which we introduce as part of their learning and professional development
experience. And for those Committee members in particular who identify as being shy or having
social anxiety, this interview process usually proves an important first milestone in their
confidence building.
Every year there are between 18 and 24 Committee members, who are welcome to stay for up to
two years at a time. Members come from all across Sydney and reflect a diversity of schooling,
cultural and religious upbringings and access needs. Their year starts with an orientation day that
introduces them to each other, the Museum (as both a building and an organisation), the program
and their roles and responsibilities. After this, it’s after-school meetings, usually on a Wednesday,
every two to three weeks.
Today, Youth Committee members are responsible for all aspects of producing GENEXT. As a
team, they spend time with the exhibitions, identifying key ideas, experiences, works and
aesthetics that inspire them. They develop the workshops ideas; and they decide on the music
line-up.
There are currently two ‘roles’ within the Committee that members can self-select. Event Program
Producers take the lead on refining workshop ideas, developing strategies to engage their peers in
workshops and activities, as well as working on additional off-site public program opportunities,
such as the MCA’s annual weekend event Conversation Starters. The Digital Content Creators are
responsible for developing digital marketing campaigns and managing GENEXT’s Instagram,
Facebook and Snapchat accounts.
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During GENEXT, Committee members set up the spaces according to their own specifications, they
create the signage and they nominate which roles they would like – running a particular workshop;
supporting the bands; documenting the event. They’re supported by Artist Educators but it’s the
Youth Committee who welcome their peers into spaces, who introduce and facilitate activities and
conversation – and it’s the Youth Committee who help to clean up at the end.
Being part of the Committee is a substantial commitment for any young person and the role is not
without challenges. At the start of each year, members are asked to identify what they imagine
their challenges will be and for many it’s overcoming their social anxiety, shyness or lack of
confidence. For others, it’s working as a group or learning how to develop their ideas and take
creative risks, fear of failure be damned! The nature of the Committee process means they all have
to learn how to negotiate - how to work as part of a team - and how to resolve conflict in
constructive and respectful ways; if they don’t like the direction an idea is taking, or if someone is
not pulling their weight, for instance.
At GENEXT, the challenges are a little different, and a lot less nuanced. They have to learn how to
engage hundreds of complete strangers; how to manage a crowd (and occasionally the ego of a
young musician or two…); and they have to learn how to adapt in the moment if a workshop or
activity isn’t connecting. It continues to be their experience that if no one is particularly passionate
or articulate about an idea during the planning stages, then no one is going to engage with it on
the night.
For all their challenges, their achievements, personally and professionally, are at the heart of what
makes GENEXT so special. By the end of 2019, Committee members will have welcomed more
than 32,000 young people through the doors at GENEXT. They have developed over 2875
workshops, provided a platform for more than 290 young bands and musicians and built a social
media following of more than 8000. They have filmed and produced over 18 short films, including
a short documentary on their photographic project Humans of GENEXT38 and many have
established relationships with the MCA, going on to become Young Guides and Members. Nine
have also gone on to become members of staff.
In reaching out to past Committee members about this research project, and in personally
evaluating the program at end of each of the last two years, it’s the achievements of the Youth
Committee that can’t be quantified that are most special. So many talk about their improved
confidence, their lifelong friendships, their consequent careers in the arts, their deep love of
contemporary art, their pride in helping to build communities of like-minded people, their
communication and organisational skills, and their creativity.

38

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyUYtjebsy8
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A Youth Committee Manifesto
In 2018 the Committee wrote a Manifesto for GENEXT, setting out some guiding principles as they
looked towards the future of the program. This Manifesto will be reviewed and updated annually
but its clarity and passion reflect the enormous legacy of work and energy that Committees past
and present have brought to the task of building and growing GENEXT.

We will:
} make art and our ideas accessible for everyone;
} encourage creativity and creative thinking;
} encourage new connections for our audiences – between people, ideas, artists and experiences;
} promote GENEXT as a home and community for like-minded people;
} generate opportunities for young artists;
} put love into everything that we do;
} empower others to empower themselves;
} celebrate diversity – of voice, ideas, experiences and backgrounds;
} be authentic;
} be the change we want to see in the (art) world;
} be open to ideas;
} believe that everyone is creative;
} be fun!;
} work together – we are stronger collectively than alone.
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Appendix C: Survey respondent profile
Most survey respondents attended GENEXT two to five times between
2013 and 2018
The online survey was open for 28 days from 17 September to 14 October 2018, and was sent to
the GENEXT database, MCA newsletter subscribers, and promoted through GENEXT social media
channels.
In total, 1,176 people responded to the survey, and 798 (or 68%) answered every question.
The majority (82%) of respondents identified as female, while 14% identified as male, 2% (15
people) as other (11 of whom identified as non-binary) and 2% (18 people) preferred not to say.
810 survey respondents have attended GENEXT, representing the approximately 29,000 GENEXT
attendees across the years. These results are statistically significant at a 95% confidence level and
4% margin of error.
Survey respondents have attended GENEXT as far back at its first year (2005), though most have
attended more recently (2013 to 2018). The majority have attended GENEXT two to five times or
more (74%), while one quarter (26%) attended just once (Figure 34).
Of those who answered every question, 63% are 18 and under (Figure 35). The other 37% are over
18: 31% are 19 to 25, 6% are 26 to 31.

Figure 33. Year(s) attended GENEXT n=656
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Figure 34. Frequency of GENEXT
attendance n=780
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Figure 35. Current age n=798
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116 survey respondents had visited the MCA; but had not attended GENEXT, allowing this
evaluation to begin to compare any differences in general MCA visitor attitudes and perceptions
about, and participation in, the MCA and the arts more broadly.
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